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Students fail to register; votes not stressed 
By    J.    ALLEN    ANDRICK 
The emphasis upon voting in presidential elections 
has not been taken seriously by students in past 
years, according to Dr. William Nelson, head of the 
political science department at James Madison 
University. 
The group between the ages of 18 to 23 votes less 
than any other age group in the nation, he said, ad- 
ding that many students never register to vote, and 
few inquire about the registering and voting process. 
"Students have not been a factor in local or 
national elections in the past, mainly because they're 
never registered to vote," Nelson said. 
If an unregistered student wishes to do so in the 
upcoming presidential election, the deadline is Oct. 4 
to report an intent to vote to one's hometown 
registrar's office, a spokesman at the Harrisonburg 
registrar's office said. 
BEFORE A student can register to vote, two" 
requirements must be met, Nelson said. One must be 
physically present and have the intent to remain 
where he or she resides. » 
Students living in Harrisonburg that meet these 
requirements can register at the Municipal Building 
on Main Street in Harrisonburg located next to Sears. 
Students residing in surrounding Rockingham 
County also meeting the requirements can register in 
the County Office Building located on the corner of N. 
Main Street and E. Market Street on Court Square in 
Harrisonburg. . / 
Other students not registered to vote, and not 
meeting the requirements, can register in their 
hometown, or fill out a temporary registration at the 
office in Harrisonburg which applies to them. 
Temporary applications are sent to the student's 
(Continued on Page 19) 
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Carter protest may break policy 
YAF, Cunningham, participate; fail to register rally 
By DONNA SIZEMORE 
University policy may have 
been violated on Tuesday 
afternoon when members of 
the Young Americans for 
Freedom, including Student 
Government Association 
President Chuck Cun- 
ningham, staged an anti- 
Carter rally in Warren 
University Union. 
Chip Carter's campaign 
visit to Harrisonburg sparked 
YAF members to hold a series 
of peaceful protests at Court 
Square, Valley Mall and the 
WUU,   during   which   they 
groups must register any 
demonstration with the 
student activities office 48 
hours in advance. 
••I DON'T feel that we had a 
demonstration," said YAF 
President Heather Stimson. 
"We we re trying to let people 
know we don't support Carter 
and his policies." Sachs said 
he was totally unaware of the 
intentions of YAF members 
until he saw SGA President 
Chuck Cunningham carrying 
a sign in the WUU lobby. 
According   to   Sachs,   he 
'We did not intend to create 
a problem . . . We were just there* 
carried signs displaying 
messages such as, "Day 311— 
What's Jimmy doing today?" 
and "The best government is 
the least government Get 
Carter out.,r 
However, YAF members 
failed to register the protest 
held at James. Madison 
University with the student 
activities office, according to 
Director Chris Sachs. 
Student Handbook policy 
clearly indicates that student 
♦ ♦ 
hxside . . . 
—Following their 
move to Graf ton-Stovall 
Theater, Sunday movies 
gain popularity with 
JMU students, see 
Folio, page 13. 
—John Miakel and 
Mark Boat anchor 
defensive backfleM for 
Dukes' soccer. See 
Sports, page 18.. 
—Freshman lives in 
JMU mailbox. See 
Kevin Crowley com- 
mentary, page 22. 
approached Cunningham and 
raised the question of whether 
the protest was violating 
university policy. 
Cunningham's reply was, 
"I'm expressing my freedom 
of expression," Sachs said. 
Sachs also pointed out that "it 
(the protest) should be 
registered as any other 
demonstration." 
The 1980-81 student hand- 
book states: "The demon- 
stration is to be registered 
with the Office of Student 
Activities 48 hours in advance. 
Registration is in no way to be 
used as a means of restricting 
freedom of speech, but is a 
means of providing for ap- 
propriate utilization of 
space." 
Demonstration is defined in 
the handbook as "... a public 
manifestation of welcome, 
approval, protest, or con- 
demnation through a mass 
meeting, procession, 
picketing, or occupation of a 
building..." 
Sachs is unsure of what 
action will be taken. 
"I don't think it would be 
right to let it die," Sachs said, 
"f have to sit down and reflect 
on it." 
SACHS ADDED that he will 
•I DON'T feel that we had a demonstration,' 
YAF President Heather Stimson later said, as 
YAF members protest, and Young Democrats 
Pfwts by Chart* A. Futo 
support Chip Carter's visit to Hanisonburrs 
Court Square on Tuesday. 
ask the Young Democrats— 
the group that sponsored the 
Carter rally—if it wishes to 
file a complaint "Obviously, 
they have a right to file a 
complaint" Sachs said, ad- 
ding that be was unsure 
whether a complaint is needed 
for action to be taken. 
The real question is whether 
holding up the signs is con- 
sidered picketing, Sachs said. 
If this action is interpreted to 
be so, then YAF violated the 
handbook, he said, adding that 
a judicial hearing would be 
held (Continued on Page 18) 
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Sales in SGA booksale drop from last year 
By CHRIS WARD 
Incoming James Madison 
University students may have 
been "muled" into believing 
they had no choice but to buy 
all new books from the 
campus bookstore, according 
to Student Government 
Association President Chuck 
Cunningham. 
Cunningham said earlier 
this week that many students, 
especially incoming freshman 
and transfers, were not aware 
that less expensive books 
were available in the SGA 
booksale. 
As a result, this year the 
SGA only collected 1,400 
contracts and turned over 
123,000 in books, compared to 
last semester's 3,500 contracts 
and $45,000 sales turnover, 
according to Cunningham. 
"The reason the amount of 
sales dropped was that most 
of the students were con- 
vinced to buy new books" by 
the JMU Bookstore ad- 
ministrators, he said. 
CUNNINGMAM added that 
the SGA booksale does not 
make a profit for the student 
government, but is entirely 
designed "as a service to the 
students," Cunningham said. 
"Another reason why this 
semester's sales were lower is 
that, if teachers are going to 
change a text, they will do it 
over the summer rather than 
between the fall and spring 
semesters," he added. This 
means that there usually are 
'fewer students interested in 
used books because an in- 
creased number must have 
new editions, according to 
Cunningham. 
The Student Government 
Association will attempt to 
compete with the bookstore in 
the   future    through    what 
Does your dorm 
room look great? 
Let us decide. 
The Breeze U sponsoring a "Best looking room contest 
Send us a clear photograph of your room 
showing how you've fixed it up. Also include your and 
your roommate's names, your campus address and phone 
number. Winning rooms will be judged on originality 
and general appearance in three categories: 
Best Bluestone Room 
Best N-Complex Room 
Best Lake Complex Room 
Send entries to: 
Room Contest 
c/o The Breeze 
Wine Price 
All three winners will be published in The Breeze. 
Deadline is 5 p.m. Fri.t Sept. 19 ,.„; 
Cunningham called a 
"massive mailing campaign" 
directed at freshmen and 
transfers.  
Cunningham said the SGA 
will send booksale in- 
formation to freshman and 
transfers during the summer 
so when the new students 
enter in the fall, "they will 
know about the alternatives 
they have" to the campus 
bookstore. 
IT'S A question of whether 
.you want the convenience of 
the pre-packaged books, or to 
save    money,"     the    SGA 
president said. 
Although   this   semester's 
Erticipation was less than 
it spring's, Cunningham 
said he was sure that par- 
ticipation would increase 
again next semester. 
"With more people being 
informed about the booksale 
and it being a spring 
semester, we do expect the 
participation level to go up to 
about 3,000 contracts and 
$50,000 in sales," he said 
Readers Needed for Visually 
Handicapped Students 
If interested, please call theCoun 
seling and Student Development 
Center ( 6552). Payment will be 
made for these services. 
ARKET 
Tour Convenience Store 
with Supermarket Prices 
Vi mile East of Howard Johnson's 
Port Rd.  434-9188 
ALL    CARTONS    OF    CIGARETTES $4.25 
BUDWEISERl2oi.6pk. $1.99 
PEARL   LIGHT   and     REGULAR 12 m. 6 pk.   $1.85 
PABST BLUE RIBBON 12oi.   C    pk. 
MOLSON   GOLDEN ALE   12 01.  6  pk. 
ERLANGER 12 07.6 pk. 
RED WHITE and BLUE 
COKE 16 oz. 8    pk.  plus deposit. 
PEPSI   16 oz. throw a ways 6 pk 
* 
$1.69 
$2.69 
$2.1$ 
$1.39 
$1.39 
$1.39. 
Kegs available 1   and VA size 
Full line of grocery items 
CASH & CARRY POODS 
209St Chesapeake Dr  433-1305 
September Special 
Premium Beers 6 pk $1.99 
with JMU ID 
BUSCHSTROHS MILLER SCHLITZBUD 
MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE 1 lb. 
bag $2.59 
2liter PEPSI .99* 
64 oz. ORANGE JUICE 99' 
AIM TOOTHPASTE        6.4 oz   .99* 
SIGNAL MOUTH WASH    18 oz .99* 
Only 2 blocks from campus. 
Turn left at Grace St & Main  inter 
Turn right at Valley Heritage. 
HOURS:   Closed Sun.& Monday 
Tues .'— 
Thurs. 9 to 6   Friday 9 to 9 
Saturday 9 to 6 
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JMU energy consumption down last year 
By CHRIS WARD 
James Madison University 
"can't save (energy) fast 
enough to actually save 
money—it's more of a cost- 
avoiding thing," was a 
description of the university's 
ongoing struggle to reduce 
energy, consumption, by 
Energy Conservation Director 
Jim Auckland. 
Last year, JMU saved about 
$166,000 on electricity, fuel oil. 
and water and sewer bills, 
Auckland said. which 
amounted to about eight 
percent of the school's total 
energy bill. 
'We've actually had a cost 
increase, but the $166,000 
represents what the extra 
amount would have cost us if 
we hadn't cut dov/n on con- 
sumption by tne eight per- 
cent,' he added. 
Auckland noted that the 
decrease in total energy 
consumption can be attributed 
to several factors, most of 
which were related to student 
and faculty involvement, he 
said. 
THERE WERE three 
things basically that helped us 
save, and will probably help 
more in the future." Auckland 
said. 
1979. the first year of the 
Energy Conservation 
Awareness Program, "was 
very successful," Auckland 
said. "The increased main- 
tenance on thermostats and 
other energy equipment also 
helped. 
"Of course, the winter was 
milder than in years past," he 
added. 
The energy conservation 
awareness campaign is 
designed to increase the 
knowledge and interest of the 
faculty, administration and 
students in saving energy, 
Auckland said. 
He added that represen- 
tatives from each academic 
department, residence hall 
and from many student 
groups comprise the 
program's committee. Each 
representative serves as an 
"Energy Conservation 
Coordinator,"   who   informs 
(Continued on P«ge 19) 
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DELTA SIGMA PI 
Professional Business Fraternity 
cordially invites all business majors to their formal 
smokers on Monday and Tuesday , Sept. 15th and 16th. 
The smokers will be held in Room A of the Warren 
University Union at 6:00 each evening 
'Delta Sigma Pi combines the best of both worlds... 
social and professional " 
434-1010 
ft*. 
rUL"^ 
HNRCUTTOS 
WELCOME STUDENTS!  Let 
the characters at FULL TILT 
bring out the character in you. 
A full service Redken shop 
with year round 10 PERCENT 
discount on all professional 
services to students. Our 
regular $10.00 to $12.50 
haircuts are $9.00 and $11.25. 
I 
ft*1   \, 
NATIONAL 
BOHEMIAN 
BEER 
THEflEU 
flfiTOflflL 
BOrl 
VOU flflUE TO TBSTE 
IT TO BELIEUE IT! 
i'lllllll IIIHHIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIHIIIIIHIII Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll 
£ I I I 
I 
Shank Beverage Co. 
Harrisonburg, VA  434-7829 
Give Hera Kiss 
And then give this one resembling a foil 
wrapped   chocolate kiss". It really doesn't 
matter in which order you present them. 
she'll be delighted either way. Ours is in 
sterling silver on a matching chain. 
By J & CFerrara   $37-50 
We also have smalfcr kisses for little girls at 
S24JS 
\0ner 
MELEBS 
(HimnHIIIMIHIIHHMnilllHIIII IMHMM MHIIIMt 
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Locks installed in suites 
on experimental basis 
By SUZANNE CALE 
Combination locks were in- 
stalled over the summer on 
suite doors in Dingledine and 
Ikenberry Halls on an ex- 
perimental basis. 
The bousing office spent 
some $10,000 for the locks that 
were installed by Building and 
Grounds' workers, according 
to Lin Rose, director of 
residence halls. 
Official use of the locks 
began September 8 following 
some instruction to the 
students on their use. 
The idea to install the locks 
on an experimental basis 
originally was decided upon to 
insure the security of the suite 
lounges,    without    creatinR 
additional keys, Rose said. 
This encourages the full use of 
the space that is provided. 
Rose said he believes 
students were afraid to put 
valuable belongings, such as 
stereos and televisions in the 
suite for fear they could 
WELCOME 
FACULTY & STUDENTS-JMU 
WASHINGTON POST 
CAMPUS DELIVERY-STUART CAPAN 433-5866 
OFF CAMPUS DELIVERY-OLSON DAVIS 8334381 
OPEN 
__„.,_    10-7 
SEE US FOR... 
Ski rentals- Grass , X-Country 
Downhill 
Backpacking Equipment & Rentals 
Climbing Equipment     Boast Shirts 
Outdoor Clothi ng 
• SALE ITEMS* 
All Vasque Boots 15% off 
Rossignol Raquets up to 40% off 
Near Harvey's Warehouse 
GET YOUR 
SHIRT 
TOGETHER 
Our business is Graphic Arts, 
and if you can wear it... We 
can print itl Use your art 
or our art, you name it. 
One color or 10 colors 
.. complete graphic services! 
GET YOUR SHIRT 
TOGETHER NOWI 
SHOWKER.INC. 
433 - 8402 
1
 Otatorsof "HOME GROWN' 
T- SHIRTS 
easily  be stolen. 
Rose's main concern is that 
students will not take ad- 
vantage of the intended 
security measure, and prop 
their suite door open. 
However, the combination 
lock cannot be de-activated by 
the students themselves, he 
added. 
Another concern is that the 
locks may malfunction ac- 
cording to Rose, since the 
locks are not handled with 
keys. Therefore, any problem 
in opening the doors requires 
a locksmith, which could 
result in added maintenance 
expenses, he said. 
This experiment will be 
continued throughout the fall 
semester and, possibly, the 
entire school year, Rose 
added. At that time a decision 
will be made as to whether or 
not the combination locks will 
be installed in the remaining 
village complex dormitories, 
Rose said. 
by CharlM A. Fazio 
HOUSING spent about $10,000 for combination locks on suite 
doors in Dingledine and Ikenberry Halls installed over the 
summer. 
ROTC students receive award 
Fifteen James Madison 
University Army ROTC 
students received awards and 
scholarships in last Thur- 
sday's campus ceremonies 
here. 
Awarded two-year 
scholarships were Scott 
Campbell, Matt Finnerty, 
Thomas Gainey, Stephen 
Riviere and Keith Kirk. 
Three-year scholarships were 
awarded to Richard Batten, 
Christine Moniz. and Richard 
Stock hausen. These 
scholarships were awarded 
competitively on an annual 
basis and paid for fees and 
tuition for the period of the 
award. 
Recipients of the Honor 
Company award for being 
members of the most 
distinguished unit at the 1980 
ROTC Advanced Summer 
Camp at Fort Bragg, N.C. 
were Susan Heilborn and Jim 
Hahn.       ..,»■!■!     - 
Twenty students, Matthew 
Aldrich, John Allen, Thomas 
Barila, Edwin Beall, Samuel 
Doss.Daniel Graff, John 
Grover, James Hahn, Paula 
Hand, Susan Heilborn, 
Michael Hogan, Marlene 
Jones, William Jones, Michael 
King, Gary McCollum, Joseph 
Neff, Mark Rider, Scott 
Utegaard, Gretchen Waters, 
and Albert Willner received 
the   Recondo   award.   This 
The OTHER PLACE 
Best Live Music in Town 
Fri Sept 12 
Sat Sept 13 
THE BILL BLUE BAND R &B 
DEALERS CHOICE   Southern Rock 
SUNDAY SEPT 14 
ROOT BOY SLIM 
No Advance Ticket Sales 
Every Thurs Ladies Get Free Admission 
SAVE THIS COUPON 
Discount    Ticket 
$1.00 OFF 
Door Admission 
Friday Sept 12 
THE BILL BLUE BAND 
The Other Place 
29 S. Liberty~St 
434-9233 
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Summer internships provide 
credits and job experience 
By JULIE WILBER 
Academic credit as well as 
paychecks can be obtained by 
students in summer career- 
related internships. 
Summer internships permit 
a student to work a designated 
number of hours for credit, 
although sometimes 
university verification of 
those hours' is not strictly 
required. 
A student intern works in a job related to his or her major. 
Some internships are for 
credit hours only, but others, 
such as those with the Federal 
Summer Intern Program, 
provide students with 
paychecks as well. 
Internships for credit only 
require students to provide 
evaluations of their jobs at the 
end of the summer. The 
students' employers must 
complete forms assessing the 
students' work. 
The political science 
department, which had 35 
interns this past summer, 
requires that a contract be 
signed by each student intern, 
his or her supervisor, and 
employer, that verifies the 
hours worked, according to 
Dr. William Nelson, head of 
the department. 
FOR THREE credit hours, 
a political science intern must 
complete 135 working hours, 
then turn in a research paper 
evaluating those hours. The 
student must keep a daily log 
describing his or her job. In 
addition, a faculty member 
visits the employer to check 
on the student's progress. 
The faculty member is 
supposed to inform an em- 
ployer of the number of hours 
a student is required to work, 
according to James Kinnard. 
of the political science 
department. 
"I suppose it varies from 
one agency to another how 
rigidly it keeps track of 
hours," he-^aid. However, the 
employ: "should've been 
informed of the required 
number of hours in the 
beginning. 
"The economic experts have told us 
the way to beat this inflation thing is by 
using less oil. That might work. 
"But I have a plan that'll work better. 
'It isn't based on saving oil. 
It's based on drinking beer. I mean Red, 
White and Blue beer, of course. 
"Some people don't understand 
this at first, but when you drink 
Red, White and Blue, you're not just 
drinking a good-tasting, naturally- 
brewed beer. You're also revitalizing our 
economy. Because you're saving 
money with every six-pack. And, as 
everyone knows, saving money is 
what fighting inflation is all about. 
"While getting Americans to save oil 
has been difficult, getting Americans 
to drink beer should be easier. 
"If we all pitch in and drink Red, 
White and Blue, everyone in America 
could save three or four hundred 
dollars a year. At that rate, we'll 
have this country back on its feet in 
no time! 
"So, when you get to worrying 
about economic conditions, don't just 
sit there. DO your part! Open a Red, 
White and Blue. Open lots of them! It's 
the only inflation-fighting plan this 
country needs: An honest beer. At an 
honest price." 
"The system might seem 
lax, but it really isn't," 
Kinnard continued. "We 
assume the students will 
adhere to the honor code." 
ACCORDING TO Robin 
Lawrence. who worked 
through the political science 
department as a management 
intern for the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission, her 
supervisor at the NRC signed 
an agreement that she work a 
certain number of hours to 
receive academic credit. 
She bad to punch in a time 
card, because "the NRC is 
definitely strict about hours." 
Although she was uncertain, 
Lawrence said other agencies 
may not be as strict.  
Trie requirements for an 
internship with the depart- 
ment of business education 
and office administration are 
similar to those for political 
science. The internship is 
supervised by faculty 
members and an evaluation 
must be turned in, according 
to Dr. Z. S. Dickerson. 
The employer is informed 
beforehand of the number of 
hours a student is required to 
work for credit, Dickerson 
said^ 
SHARON BRADLEY, who 
worked as a computer 
programmer for the 
American Association of 
Railroads in Washington, D.C. 
this summer, said that Dr. 
Donald Musselman sent in- 
ternship forms to her em- 
ployer upon her request 
"I never saw the forms," 
she said. But she is not 
worried because a "booklet of 
stuff' she compiled over the 
summer should prove she 
worked those hours. 
One student was "terrified I 
wouldn't get credit for the 
hours I worked." This student, 
doing an internship for the 
BEOA department was told 
she would not need 
verification of hours. 
The forms which she 
received from Dr. Musselman 
had no place on them for 
verification of hours. "I could 
have lied about how many 
hours I worked and no one 
would have known." 
. ,■-■ 
Gamby Distributing   Mt. Crawford 
This advertisement was paid for by the Pabst Brewing Company. Milwaukee, and other cities, for Harmon R.Whittle. 
mum i   -ii       i- i --       n '       ■'•■ **mm 
BRIGHTEN UP 
YOUR DORM 
WITH GREEN 
PLANTS FROM 
GQjidwCvritto. 
206S S.MAIN    *31-5i& 
M/4.Y 8-5:90  3UNJ?S 
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Dukettes win awards during summer break 
•-\ 
By KAREN MYERS 
This past summmer. the 
James Madison University 
Dukettes competed against 
colleges and universities from 
all over the United States and 
won the majority of awards 
presented for squad ex- 
cellence. 
"Wecompeted against over 
18 other schools and did better 
than  we ever  had   before.' 
said   senior   captain   Terry 
Patterson "All    of    our 
practice from September 
through the summer paid 
off " 
The squad won 42 blue 
ribbons for superior per- 
formance and nine red rib- 
bons for excellence In ad: 
dition, the Dukettes won the 
sweepstakes trophy and the 
award for excellence which 
are the two highest awards 
presented at the National 
Cheerleaders Association 
Pom Pom Camp. 
The Dukettes have been a 
familiar entertainment group 
at the mensV varsity 
basketball games for five 
years Patterson said the 
group initiated a' whole new 
program    three    years    ago 
under the leadership of Casey 
Showalter. "We've changed 
our image and are now 
starting to get the recognition 
we deserve and have worked 
for.'' Patterson said 
JMU SENT 13 Dukettes to 
the  summer   camp held   in 
Tennessee They competed 
and worked on new routines 
for the upcoming season from 
9a.m. until 7 p-m. . Patterson 
said that after the planned 
activities were over, the 
Dukettes practiced until'"all 
hours of the mornine " 
"Everyone worked so hard 
It's   such   a   satisfaction   to 
know you did your very best 
and you were the best there.' 
she added. 
, The camp is..designed   to 
teach the Dukettes as weli as 
"other   collegiate   Pom   Pom 
squads new stunts and danCe 
routines. 
"We put so many hours into 
practice that we need to 
already have our routines 
selected," Patterson saic: 
KAREN Gale performs with the Dukettes at a home basketball   game. 
Live on Stage 
Vincent Price 
The distinguished actor will present a one-man 
dramatic performance of "The^Villians Still 
Pursue Me, " a history of villainy. 
» 
TuesSept 16 8 pm 
Wilson Hall Auditorium 
Sponsored by the Fine Arts Series 
General admission tickets are $3; available in 
advance from Charles Mathias, downtown; 
Musicland Records, Valley mall and the 
University Program Board box office, Warren 
University Union. 
Tickets for JMU students , faculty and staff are 
available in advance without charge from the 
University Program Board box office, Warren 
University Union. 
LARGE GROUP of ALBUMS 
$5.4? eacfi or 3~for $15:03  
"The Sky is Falling*' Randy   Stonehill 
"Looking-Back at the Best ot   Dallas  Holm" 
The Best of B.J   Thomas' . 
"Never Alone' Am>   ^rdn 
And Many Others 
A/so Any $7.98 Album, 8Track Or 
Cassette $7.49 each or 3 for 
$ 21.00 "Now Thru Sept. 20 
/ ■ 
VALLEY BOOKS 
Downtown Harrisonburg 
Phone 433-2421 
Open daily 9 to 5.30 
ThursA Frl. 9 to 9 
*,v-wa 
■ 
* 
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Head of cancer research 
links Bible with DNA 
By DEBBIE NORMAN 
"Only recently have the 
^ible and genetic DNA been 
examined in style." 
^>This was the sentiment 
expressed by Dr. Michael 
Yarmolinsky, head of 
molecular genetics of the 
Cancer Biology Program at 
the Frederick Cancer 
Research Center in Maryland. 
Yarmolinsky, who was 
sponsored by the James 
Madison University Visiting 
Scholars Program, spoke 
Monday in Miller Hall on 
"Genes and Genesis." 
In his lecture, he attempted 
to place molecular genetics 
into, an  unlikely  context in_ 
biblical script. Using various 
passages   of   the   Bible,   he 
explained and supported 
connections between the Bible 
and DNA within genes. 
Yarmolinisky also elaborated 
on biblical scholarship and 
DNA research ana in\ 
struction.     • * 
According to Yarmolinisky, 
a biblical revblution has oc- 
curred within the past decade. 
During his lecture, he cited 
similarities between DNA's 
nature to biblical .. scripts, 
using linearity, error and 
stability of DNA as examples 
Yarmolinisky earned his 
bachelor's degree-, from 
Harvard University and 
received his PhD from Johns 
Hopkins University His 
research has earned- him 
various positions around the 
world. 
Photo ov canes A   t-ano 
DR. MICHAEL Yarmolinsky lectures to JMl' 
students   Monday   as   part   of   the   Visiting 
Scholars series. 
10% OFF any Poster 
with this Coupon only 
COURT SQUARE 
CARDS & BOOKS 
64 South Court Square 
433-1155 
Valley's Most Unusual Cards & Posters 
New arid Secondhand Paperbacks 
Coupon valid through Sept. 30- 
iksMmmmmmm 
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PARTY ICE 
wewteRs 
Vffl&i Poduuje Store 
PARTY KEGS PARTY ICE 
Michelob Reg & Light Super Premium       2.49 
v • 
Budweiser Party Pac 12 3.99 
Tuborg Gold "Go for the Gold" 1.79 
Pearl Light & Reg "T#xas Special " 1.79 
Red-White-Blue-Smooth and Light 
"Special"   1.29 
Molson Golden Ale Canadian Irrvpoft-      2.79 
Pretzels   Box Reg. 1.19 SPECIAL   .99 
—FREE ICE—PARTY KEGS —FREE ICE — 
Pabst Blue Ribbon 7 V2 gals. Premium      12.95 
FREE ICE LONGNECKS - BAR BOTTLES' FREE ICE 
Pabst Blue Ribbon Case 24 FREE ICE    '   6.49 
50% Discount PhdfcXFinishing Save ?/T—— 
Coca Cola 2 Its. "Big Jug"  SPECIAL        .99 
Dr. Pepper - AAt. Dew 6 pk "King Size"      1.49 
Snack Crackers Box      .79 
.Get "preppmd" 
for fall 
Corduroy Blazers 
$39.88 , reg. $55    . 
Perfect for those cool fall    ,_, 
days on campus     In navy. 
mauve, tan and brown.   Sizes 
5-13 
Madras Plaid Blouses 
$12.88, reg. $16 
Top oil your jeans, khakis 
and cords in popular Madras 
Plaid in an assortment of 
colors.   Sizes S.M.L 
Wool Blazei j 
$46.88, reg. $60 
Handsome wool blazers in 
tweeds, gray and navy Great 
with skirts or slacks. Sizes 5- 
13. 
fev 
• 
LEGGETf/VALLEY MALL 434-4477   ShopJO-9 Mon-Sof 
Use your LEGGETT   /Visa    Master Charge Cards 
fc» •;. 
■f^-; 
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Planetarium named for department head 
Board of Visitors name facility in honor of Hall 
Facilities at James Madison 
University were named on 
September 6 by the Board of 
Visitors in honor of the 
original JMU faculty and for a 
long-time head of the 
university's physics depart- 
ment. 
Johnston Hall, originally 
named only for Professor 
James Johnston, was named 
also in honor of his wife, 
Althea Loose Johnston, who 
headed the JMU physical 
education department. 
The planetarium in Miller 
Hall was named in honor of 
Dr. John Wells, head of the 
JMU physics department 
from 1956 to 1974 and a faculty 
member, for 22 years. 
Johnston Hall, built in 1929, 
houses JMU's department of 
psychology and the depart- 
ment of sociology, an- 
thropology and social work. 
Originally a dormitory, it 
was named when built for 
Johnston, a professor of 
chemistry and physics who 
died in 1927. 
Wells, for whom the JMU 
planetarium was named, 
joined the JMU faculty in 1947 
and was physics department 
head from 1956-74. He 
remained on the faculty as a 
professor until his retirement 
in 1979. 
Since then, Wells has 
remained on the JMU staff as 
curator of the planetarium. 
Since the planetarium opened 
in 1975, some 35,000 people 
have attended programs 
there. 
Wells was responsible for 
the introduction of television 
teaching in the JMU 
classroom and for the 
development of the 
planetarium. 
Also Saturday, the board 
passed a resolution citing the 
Five years ago, Jay Wein- 
berg had a different kind of 
fight on his hands: against one 
of the toughest forms of cancer. 
And your donations have 
helped buy him the most beau- 
tiful gift of all: his life. 
CANCER (AN BE BEAT. 
American 
Cancer Society % 
contributions of Dr. William 
0. Hall Jr., former vice 
president for student affairs 
at JMU. Hall now serves as. 
dean of the university's 
graduate school. 
The board resolution said 
that       Hall's       leadership 
"enabled the university to 
move to a new pinnacle of 
effective relationships with its 
students" and his ac- 
complishments came "at a 
most trying and challenging 
time when the university's 
student  body   was   growing 
tremendously and the rights 
and responsibiltites of 
university students were 
changing tremendously." 
Hall served as dean of 
student services from 1972 to 
1974 and as vice president 
from 1974 to this fall. 
WELCOME STUDENTS! 
%*#& 
***«o 
SPORTING GOODS 
CATALOG DEPT 
JEWELRY^   **^***PT 
BLUE_RIDGE FLORIST 
&> GIFT SHOP 
165 N.Main  H'burg ,Va.   434-9931 
WEEKEND SPECIAL 
ROSES $6.50 Doz.   g|^& 
Also fresh, silk $• dried Arrangements 
Music Boxes        Stuffed Animals 
Green Plants        Fossil Pots 
Bring this ad for 10% 
off any Gift Item 
©* 
G* cio 
T#'to 
\,v~        COSMETICS 
HOME FURNISHINGS 
It's All At JC PENNEY! 
SlCPenney 
Valley Mall Rt. 33 East Harrisonburg 
Store     JhiS 
434-2577    iS 
Catalog 
434-1701 
BICYCLE TOURING 
EQUIPMENT   SALE 
On any Eclipse handlebar bags/ 
panniers Combination 15% off 
eclipse 
with this ad 
Individual bags 10% off 
with this ad. 
MARK'S 
BIKE SHOP 
1094 S. College Ave. Harrisonburg 
434-5151 
RCKOAlJEOMf   THEKDAIPEOPI 
BICYCLES-MOPEDS 
SALES AND SERVICE 
CHECK   OUR 
SPECIALS 
THE CARS 
MOLLY HACMET 
ROLLING STONES 
AL STEWART 
PA T BEN A TAR 
M-T-W-S 
9:30-6 
Thru-Fri. 
9:30-9 
-Announcements 
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SGA Positions Photo Workshops English Club Delta Sigma Pi Sociology Club 
Want to get involved? SGA 
will be making the following 
appointments soon: student 
advocates, judicial secretary, 
parlimentarian, and Minor 
Violations Board members. If 
you are interested in any of 
these positions, please visit 
the SGA office for an ap- 
[ilication     and     more.   in- 
ormation. Deadline is 5 p.m. 
Sept. 12. 
Auditions 
Auditions for the JMU 
Theatre production of Punch 
Henry's Jazz Funeral will be 
held Sept. 15 4:30-8.30 p.m. for 
singers. Reading ana dance 
auditions will be held Sept. 16 
at 6 p.m. Call backs will be 
Sept. 18 at 4:30 p.m. All 
auditions held in Anthony - 
Seeger Auditorium and 
special instructions are posted 
in Duke, Wampler, Wine- 
Price     and     the     WUU. 
All students who have com- 
pleted Basic Photography, Art 
255, are invited to enroll in the 
visiting Photographers 
workshop, Art 501x, for one 
credit. For more information, 
contact Michael Brodsky or 
Steve Zap ton in the Art Dept. 
Stadium Fest 
The band Fireworks will be 
performing Sept. 11 at 7 pm in 
Godwin Stadium Fest '80. 
Speaker is Art Meunier. 
Tutors 
Tutors are needed for many 
JMU subjects, especially 
science, math, and business. 
Pay is usually $4-$8 an hour. 
Stop by Counseling and 
Student Development Center, 
Alumnae Hall for application. 
Readers Needed        Mcn>8 Lacrosse 
Readers are needed for 
visually handicapped 
students. If interested, please 
call the Counseling and 
Student Development Center 
at 6552. Payment will be made 
for-these services. 
Field Trip 
A rural photography field trip 
and traveling workshop to the 
hills of West Virginia will be 
held Sept. 26-28/ The trip is 
sponsored by the Art Dept. 
photography and is open to all 
students. Spaces are limited 
with priority to advanced 
photography students. For 
more information, contact the 
Art Dept. 
Any men interested in playing 
fall or spring lacrosse should 
attend an organizational 
meeting Sept. 11 at 9:30 p.m. 
in WUU Room A. If unable to 
attend, call Tom Rossberg at 
4560, P.O. Box 5912. 
Career Speaker 
A career speakers panel 
with representatives from 
Ernst and Whinney, I.R.S. and 
Reynolds Metals will be 
sponsored by Career Planning 
and Placement and the Ac- 
counting Honor Society Sept. 
16 5-7 p.m., WUU south 
ballroom. 
Anyone interested in joining 
the English Club or attending 
the English Club picnic at the 
University Farm on Sept. 17 at 
6 p.m., please contact the 
English Club through Box 4177 
or call Lynn at 4165 or Peter at 
433-2887. 
Chemical Society 
The first Chemical Society 
of the fall will be held Sept. 16 
at 6 p.m. in Miller 107. 
Refreshments will be served 
and anyone 'interested is 
welcome. 
Senior Placement 
An orientation for seniors on 
how to use Career Planning 
and Placement Services for a 
successful move from college 
to employment or graduate 
school. Sept. 15, 5-6 p.m., 
WUU north ballroom. 
Archaeology 
A reorganized meeting and 
potluck dinner for the local 
archaeological chapter will be 
held Sept. 18 at 6:30 p.m. at 
the JMU Archaeological 
Research Center across Main 
St. For more information 
contact   Sandii,   Box   1336. 
Employment 
The Student Employment 
Office in the WUU basement is 
open MWF 1-3 p.m. to assist 
students in securing part-time 
or temporary off-campus 
employment. Students are 
registered at the office and 
referred to jobs as openings 
become       available. 
1980 First International Services Corporation 
FOR 
STUDENTS 
ONLY 
This coupon 
will go right to 
your head* 
Come by for a special student 
discount Card. It's good for 
a whole year, and entitles you to 
15%.off on any Command 
Performance service. 
Let us adapt the hairstyle you 
want to the hair you have. 
A Command Performance haircut 
helps your hair hold its shape, 
even after shampooing. 
And you continue to get all the 
looks you're looking for. 
Shampoo, precision cut and 
blow dry for men and women. $14. 
\No appointment necessary, ever. 
Command Performance® 
For the looks that get the looks 
Discount Available Mon-Thurs 
on Valley Mall Highway 33 East 
Mon-Sat 9am - 9pm   433-11 20 
. The professional business 
fraternity, Delta Sigma Pi, 
will hold formal smokers Sept. 
15 and 16 at 6 p.m. in WUU 
Rm. A. All interested business 
majors        are        invited. 
CCBD 
The Council for Children 
with Behavior Disorders will 
hold its first fall meeting Sept. 
16 at 6 p.m. on the WUU 
mezzanine. 
Alpha Epsilon Rho 
Alpha Epsilon Rho, the 
National Broadcast Honorary 
Society, is conducting a 
membership drive open to 
Radio-TV-Film students 
withirr the Department of 
Communication Arts. Majors 
must have achieved at least a 
sophomore standing; have 
completed at least three hours 
of a broadcasting course 
(excluding core courses); 
have at least a 3.0 G.P.A in 
broadcasting classes and a 2.0 
overall G.P.A. 
Applications can be picked 
up at WMRA, Burruss Hall, 
and at the Television Film 
Center. Deadline for ap- 
plications is Oct. 3. For fur- 
ther information contact 
Jennifer Babcock at WMRA 
or in care of Alpha Epsilon 
Rho, P.O. Box 4174. 
Chrysalis 
A staff meeting for all those 
interested in working on 
Chrysalis, JMU's literary and 
art magazine, will be held 
Sept. 17at 5:30 in Wine-Price 
119. 
Yard Sale 
All sociology majors, 
minors and any interested 
students are invited to a Hall 
Party on Sept. 16 at 3 p.m. on 
Johnston second floor. A 
Sociology Club meeting will 
follow    in    Johnston    204. 
CircIe~K 
The Harrisonburg Kiwanis 
Club will hold a yard sale and 
auction Sept. 13 at the Lincoln- 
Miller Building on South 
Liberty St., featuring 
discounted appliances and 
furniture donated by area 
businesses. All proceeds will 
go to the Kiwanis project fund. 
The Circle K Club will hold 
their orientation meeting 
Sept. 15 at 6 p.m. in Burruss 8 
There will be a slide show 
featuring past and future 
events and * reception will 
follow. All students interested 
in service and fun are invited 
to attend. 
Student Senate 
Student Senate elections 
will be held on Tuesday Sept. 
16. Anyone interested should 
visit the SGA office for a 
declaration of intent and more 
information. 
Broadcasting 
Individuals interested in 
subscribing to "Broadcasting 
Magazine", the publication 
for the Broadcast Media, can 
do so through Alpha Epsilon 
Rho, the National Broadcast 
Honorary Society. Sub- 
scriptions will be available 
thru 2 p.m. Sept. 17 at WMRA, 
Burruss Hall. Normal yearly 
rate is $45 but you can sub- 
scribe for $33 for a year; $18 
for 26 weeks or $10 for 13 
weeks. 
Checks payable to Alpha 
Epsilon Rho, or cash can be 
brought to WMRA during 
regular business hours. 
Please see Jim Miskimen, 
faculty advisor, or Jennifer 
Babcock, AERho president, 
for further information. 
All announcement* should bt typed 
double spaced and brought to Tht 
Breeze announcement box In the 
basement of Wine-Price. Please specify 
in what issue dates the announcement 
should run. The deadline for an 
noun cements in the Friday issue is noon 
Tuesday and for the Tuesday issue is 
noon Friday. Announcments will not be 
accepted, by phone. 
BODY SHOP 
Court Square 
CongraduJations 
Student Day Winners 
Jeanne Sky $25.00 
Betsy Bishop 
Carol Morgan 
$15.00 
$10.00 
CLOUD 9 
Winner 
Lois Bishop      $10.00 
66 E. Market St. 
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UPB EVENTS 
/ 7'   j**"^'*w"              ^r-A 
SmMm 
j 
Tri Sept 12    7:30 , 10:00 & Midnite 
Sat Sept 13    7:30 & 10:00 
G/S Theater $1,25 w/ID $1.75 Guest 
AN EVENING WITH THE 
SEPT   12-    Wison Hall 8:00 pm 
$4.00 advance $5.00 door and public 
. 
*«**#// 
schoo/be 
NEXT? A 
•> 
Sept 15, 16   7:30, 10:00 pm 
G/S Theater   $1.25 w/ID $1.75 guest 
A LOOK BACK AT THE 
TUMULTUOUS DECADE 
1980 -1089 
THE 
80' 
A multi-media satire 
of all that is held dear with 
NATIONAL LAMPOON 
ALUMNI Tony Hendra 
Including: 
• 1983 the International Year of 
Simultaneous Orgasm 
• The fabulous US tour of the Great 
Wall Of China 
• The movie of the decade - 1984 
ountry 
DUSCHGAKDCNS. 
W1LLIAMSDURG,VA. 
September 21 
Bus Leaves Godwin Hall 
7:30 am returns 11:00 pm 
Price $15.00 
UPB/SGA 
Sponsors trip to JMU vs Tech football game 
Sat Sept 27   Bus leaves Godwin Hall 9:30 am 
tickets $9   transportation $1 
sign up in UPB office  Mon-Fri 
—— 
Singers 
Musicians 
Comics - Mimes 
Whatever you do, 
do it at Maxims 
OPENING NIGHT   Sept 26 
- Student Coffeehouse 
Get your act together 
and friends together. 
Contact:   UPB office 
- ask for Nancy Eriksen 
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Faculty members featured in music recital 
The music department of 
the James Madison Univer- 
sity School of Fine Arts and 
Communication will present 
its first faculty recital of the 
1960-81 academic year Sep- 
tember u at 8 p.m. in the 
auditorium of JMU's Anthony- 
Seeger Campus School. 
The recital will feature 
oboist Dr. Ben E. Wright and 
pianist Vicki Berneking 
Wright and Berneking will be 
assisted by violinist Amy K. 
Wright 
Dr. Wright has been a 
member of the JMU music 
faculty since 1971 and is 
director of the JMU Com- 
munity Symphony and 
Chamber Orcxhestra. He has 
given recitals throughout 
Virginia. 
Berneking joined the JMU 
music department this year as 
staff accompanist. She had 
been the staff accompanist at 
the University of Missouri- 
Kansas City since 1972. 
Berneking has performed in a 
number of professional 
recitals and has also made 
several recordings for the 
Golden Crest label. 
Wright is a junior at 
Harrisonburg High School and 
is a student of Carlton Herrett 
of National Symphony. She 
held the Concertmaster 
position for the 1960 Southwest 
Regional Virginia High School 
Orchestra and was the highest 
ranked sophomore in the 1979- 
80 All-Virginia State Or- 
chestra, holding the fourth 
chair position. Wright is 
scheduled for solo recitals in 
Arlington and Harrisonburs in 
-A&P 
Chicken Legs .79 lb. 
Smithfield Sliced Bacon 
U9 lb. 
A&P Lowfat Milk 1/2 % 1.49 gal 
A&P Apple Juice    2 for 1.00 
G&W Frozen Pizza      .79 
Seedless Grapes (green) .88 lb. 
Pepsi or Diet Pepsi 
8-16 oz. bottles 1.09 
plus deposit 
Green Giant Niblet  Corn 
12 oz. 3 for 1.00 
Ann Page Bathroom Tissue 
4 for.79 
Ann Page Tomato Soup 
lOV'oz. for 5 for 1.00 
Busch Premium Beer 
6-12 oz.    1.89 
Old Milwaulkee 12-12 oz. 3.29 
■ ■ ^^^^M ■ 1 
'•■       M I I t-44 f t i M 4 i       I ll|4M4,| lil.H  
%fPri?i?/JWini   i„ni„H»     ?*ens> Britten and *• c<*?     '' Bl «•*•! is open to the The   recital   will   include     temporary French composer     public at no charae 
works  by   tyarceUo,   Saint-     Marcel Bitsch. ■""■" 
BACK AJCJCey B9K6S HAS WOOED I! 
. . . And U uwtttyj tt M*ue yen ol «A rant Utcdm- 
40 Saidk JCttoiiif Slued 
/ AR0UH1) THE C0RK£R FR0W ' SPAKKS'S" 
1
 AKD ACROSS FR0K "THE OTHER VlACt" \ 
B9K6PACKS. BACKPACKS 
AMD A FILM £9K€ OF ACC6SS0R96S 
434-9484  0PEK 10-6 TUBS '■ SAT 
BACK ALLEY BICES 
Bicycles and Mopeds! 
Sales and Service 
vrnaw 
157 Worsaw Ave 434-7948^ 
(from stop light at JMU's South Main St. entrance, 
straight down Warsaw Ave 1   block on right) 
THURS THRU SUNDAY 
Bach 12 oz. cam 209 
Bbdweaerl2nks,4% 
Moosehead 113 
Mchelob Reg. Slight 249 
0UMD12pk.a69 
Pearl Reg. Alight 1.99 
Mckey's Mdt Liquor 202 
Mobon279 
Erlanger239 
Stroh'sl2oz.cans219 
Lite229 
rEGS- -7'/>15 gallons kegs- 7>/>15gaDon kegs-KEGS 
1 Kter migs-229 
Also, grocery items, snacks, magazines, 
mugs, glasses; kegs &&m>re. 
A. 
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Flamin'Oh% Debris 
smash Wilson Hall 
in concert opener 
By MARK SUTTON 
Despite an inadequate PA 
system and a less than full 
bouse, The Flamin' Oh's and 
Debris presented a powerful 
night of rock and roll in Wilson 
Hall Monday. 
With their surprise opener, 
"Ready Steady Go," Debris 
set the tone for the evening: 
jovial and ready to rock 
Swinging his bass here and 
there and delivering a much 
more confident performance 
than he did at Desperado's 
two weeks ago, Jim White led 
the band through a 45 minute 
set that kept the audience in 
the aisles and dancing. His 
vocals once again cut through 
to the top of the mix, surging 
to the back of the hall with 
ease. He reached for the high 
notes that had been absent at 
Desperado's, and hit them 
with an assurance that hadn't 
been seen since he took up 
bass playing duties after Mike 
High s departure. 
DRUMMER DREW Gard- 
ner, aided by the only sym- 
pathetic treatment that 
anyone got from the poor mix 
given Debris, showed his true 
worth to die band as he 
pummeled his kit into sub- 
mission on song after song. 
Using more fills than 
previously, he provided a 
.steady back beat and 
propelled each song a punch 
usually assigned to the 
guitars. His kit shuddered and 
quaked under each hammer 
blow, and at times looked 
precariously close to toppling 
onto White's head. Gardner 
has apparently blossomed as 
a songwriter as well: White 
introduced "Danger Zone," a 
song previously attributed to 
him, as "something I stole 
from Drew." 
Guitarists Kevin O'Hare 
and Jack Graf were not so 
lucky, however. Forced by the 
small PA to push both guitars 
and amps to full volume, their 
playing quickly disappeared 
into the impenatrable murk of 
the mix Which is too bad, 
because both of them were 
obviously playing their hearts 
out; something one could tell 
on the rare occasions when 
one or the other of them rose 
out of the mush with a solo. 
The final blow fell when 
Graf's amp, pushed too hard 
for too long, gave up the ghost 
and blew on their last number 
before the encore. 
Despite the long odds which 
they faced on this per- 
formance. Debris managed to 
keep the audience on their 
toes as well as their feet 
throughout the show. Surprise 
followed surprise; from 
opening with "Ready Steady 
Go," to doing "Yummy 
Yummy," which they had 
never played before, early in 
the set, to the last second 
inclusion of a slightly 
rearranged version of 
"Heroes," and finally, en- 
coring with "Your Love is 
Like Nuclear Waste," Debris 
kept the audience, especially 
the old line fans who hadn't 
seen them in a while, guessing 
and satisfied. 
AS THE Flamin' Oh's took 
to the stage, the audience was 
unsure of what tp expect. The 
band, which/looked much 
more-ptmkjive than they did 
'on yarfr promo poster, 
ered into position with 
an arrogance that bordered on 
being cocky. Guitarist and 
vocalist Robert Wilkinson, in 
baggy trousers and tee shirt, 
was the visual and aural focal 
Stint of the show. His white 
ibson guitar hung over his 
shoulder like a weapon as he 
pulled searing lick after 
searing lick from its strings. 
Pausing only for occasional 
breaks to comb his shortish 
hair, he delivered an in- 
credible display of rock 'n' roll 
chops. 
As Wilkinson did his 
audiovisual acrobatics on 
center stage, bassist Jody Ray 
stalked the area to his right, 
wringing runs out of his in- 
strument. Ray played the 
typical basdsists role in one 
sense, propelling the rhythm 
section along at breakneck 
pace. From time to time, 
however, he would break out 
of the mold to rip a lead run 
out of his bass. That being 
done, he would retreat back to 
the comfort of his post beside 
the right column of the PA and 
pick up the rhythm line. 
Keyboardist Joseph H. 
Behrend provided both visual 
and musical counterpoint to 
the madness Wilkinson and 
Ray were providing at center 
stage. The slight, balding 
keyboardist played a role very 
much like the one Tommy 
Robinson used to play for 
Debris—he played mostly 
fills, but they made the dif- 
ference between an ordinary 
band and an extraordinary 
one. 
DRUMMER BOBBY Meide 
drove the backbeat home with 
a force that threatened to 
bring the roof down upon the 
rabid crowd. Rim shots 
soared over the heads of the 
mass as Meide smashed into 
his kit with a brute force of a 
Flamin' OhVDebris 
BATTLE OF BASSISTS: Jim White of Debris goes in for the 
casual look (above) while Jody Ray of the Flamin' Oh's prefers 
the sweaty, leaning against the amp style. A Wilson Hall audience 
was exposed to both Monday night in the first concert of the Fall 
Semester 
Photos by Mark Sutton 
type unseen since Gardner 
had left the stage. He 
propelled the music; turned 
on it with furious bursts of 
stacatto rolls and riffs; 
ultimately defined; it with the 
the songs from their debut LP 
and several covers. Standouts 
were a considerably 
lenghtened version of 
"Jumpin Jack Flash," a 
hyped  up   "Waitin  For  My 
Vocalist White introduced one song 
as 'something I stole from Drew' 
pounding fills he slammed in 
between the backbeat. 
Together, the four Flamin' 
Oh's created a sound that was 
something akin to a buzzsaw 
married to a symphony. Aided 
considerably by their amps 
which carried about five times 
the punch as Debris', the band 
carried well to the far reaches 
of the hall—and didn't sound 
all that bad outside either. 
Wilkinson, attempting an 
imitation of an epileptic doing 
Chuck Berry's famous duck 
walk, lurched across the stage 
slashing chords as if there was 
no tomorrow while the band 
follwed him through most of 
Man," and the originals "I 
Remember Romance," 
"Paradise Avenue," and "We 
Do What We Like." 
The Flamin' Oh's—Debris 
show was one of the most bold 
and intelligent moves which 
the University Program 
Board has made in the last 
four years. They probably 
didn't make any money on it— 
probably nobody did—but 
several hundred people whose 
tastes normally are not 
catered to by the concert 
program here were made 
very happy Monday night. 
And isn't that what it's all 
about? 
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Flairin' Oh's: the band behind the blitzkrieg 
By MIKE SHUTTY 
You can call them heavy- 
metal, new wave, or even 
punk-depending on what you 
consider fashionable—but to 
the Flamin' Oh's, their music 
is just good old rock 'n' roll- 
loud, distorted, and 
guaranteed to energize any 
audience. 
Originally formed in 
Minneapolis several years 
ago, the Flamin' Oh's began 
delivering their powerful rock 
V roll under the name 
Flamingo. But that name was 
obviously too docile for the 
likes of any band that cranks 
currently working on another 
which will showcase their 
arrogant approach to rock— 
"playing rock as we like it." 
"We've been rock 'n' rolling 
from the start and we haven't 
changed our music through 
the years although it's become 
more defined and stylized," 
keyboardist Joseph Behrend 
explained. "We've drawn our 
music from a wide range of 
influences—like I'm into 
classical music as well as a lot 
of English music, like the 
early Stones," he added. 
Despite their allegiance to 
wave," he continued, "We just 
played what we liked and then 
the new wave label came 
out—it  was   simultaneous." 
"WE DON'T MIND being 
called new wave," drummer 
Bobby Meide noted. 
"Especially since our type of 
music is becom Jng more 
popular as a result." 
Lyrically, the Flamin' Oh's 
have established a rebelious 
image, and like most avid 
rock bands, their songs reflect 
discontent and mock the 
absurdity of American 
stitutions. 
m- 
We've been rock V rolling from the start 
decibels to the ear-shattering 
limit while bouncing around 
the stage like sexually 
deprived madmen. And so, by 
juggling a few letters, they 
were prompted to adopt a 
more realistic name, one that 
had become a common 
nickname among their 
audiences—the Flamin' Oh's. 
As bassist Jody Ray aptly 
put it, "Flamingo doesn't 
really speak for us." 
SINCE THE EARLY days, 
on the Minneapolis Club 
circuit, the group has traveled 
far and wide, playing mostly 
colleges and rock clubs. The 
Flamin' Oh's have since 
released   one  LP  and   are 
rock, the Flamin' Oh's have 
been repeatedly termed and 
marketed as a new wave act. 
And why not? Rock 'n' roll has 
been called everything from 
be-bop to heavy-metal, but 
when you're up and shakin' 
like an alcoholized epileptic, 
you realize that it's all the 
same thing. It just undergoes 
facelifts from time to time to 
insure a fresh image of 
deviancy, hence appeal. 
Guitarist and lead vocalist, 
Robert Wilkinson commented, 
"New Wave isn't anything 
more than resurgent rock 'n' 
roll in the sense that it's, 
basically the same; there's 
nothing new about it except 
that it has updated lyrics. We 
really    never    entered    the 
"We end up bitchin* at 
things that make us mad, so 
I'm a little pissed off in my 
song writing," Wilkinson 
explained. "I write mostly 
against authority—kinda of 
what you felt in high school, 
hating everything." 
And so traveling from stage 
to stage, under the term new 
wave, heavy-metal or 
whatever other creative guise 
you find fitting, the Flamin' 
Oh's represent the con- 
tinuance of rock 'n' roll 
madness which is here to stay 
in one form or another. 
"As it's  turning out,  it's 
getting better and better-we 
love it. Besides, this is really 
the only thing we a can do, 
Wilkinson laughed. 
New Sunday movies at JMU 
feature classic silent comedy 
By BRYAN POWELL 
Their talent was the art of 
physical comedy; from 
slapstick to subtle pan torn ine. 
Both before and after the 
coming of sound to the film 
industry, they created 
comedy through motion. This 
fall, the Sunday night movie 
series will be presenting some 
of the great moments in the 
history of this type of film 
comedy. 
The Sunday night film 
series is the result of 
cooperation by the English 
Department and the 
University Program Board. 
The series was originated nine 
years ago »l the suggestion of 
Dr. James Ruff of the English 
series' inception. 
AFTER THE opening of 
Grafton—Stoval Theatre last 
fall, the series moved again. 
The move to Grafton—Stoval 
also facilitated an upgrading 
of the program material, 
because 16mm film equip- 
ment became available. 
According to Ruff, most of 
the people involved with the 
program are pleased with the 
new theatre. 
According to Jerry Weaver, 
UBP Assistant Director of 
Programming, student at- 
tendance is up as well. An 
average audience now 
averages 200 to 250 people, 
Weaver estimates, and "at- 
The Sunday night movie program 
offers students a chance to see classics 
at a very reasonable price....free 
Department    to    the    then 
Campus Program Board. At 
that time, the series consisted 
of foreign films which were 
shown in Wilson Hall. Because 
of  technical   problems,   the 
series was later  moved to 
Harrison  Hall,  which  was, 
according to Ruff, "adequate 
but small." At this time, the 
thematic      and      nostalgic 
aspects of the series emerged, 
with the help and guidance of 
Dr. Ralph Cohen, also of the 
English   Department. 
Westerns, musicals, comedies 
and suspense and horror films 
are among the themes which 
have been explored since the 
tendance   for   some   reach 
capacity." 
This semester the program 
presents a fdm almost every 
Sunday night for a total of 
twelve nights of comedy. One 
of the most satisfying aspects 
of this series is that the films 
are presented free, since the 
UPB picks up the tab for both 
the film and its production. 
"The price is right," Ruff 
quips. 
TOE LISTING of film 
comics who will be presented 
this semester would make an 
adequate roster for a comedy 
hall of fame. On Sept 14, the 
unflappable Buster Keaton 
will be showcased in a 1927 
production, "Steamboat Bill, 
Jr.," one of Keaton's earlier 
classics, and the short 1965 
comedy, "The Railrodder." 
Keaton also appears with 
Charlie Chaplin in 
"Limelight"   (1952),    which 
will be shown on Oct. 26. 
Chaplin's inimitable tramp 
will appear on Sept. 21 in 
"Modern Times," Chaplin's 
last American film and a true 
classic of the film age. The 
Marx Brothers are featured in 
the 1931 film, "Monkey 
Business," which will be 
screened on Sept. 28. Other 
films featured in the coming 
two months include Preston 
Sturges' "The Palm Beach 
Story" (1942), which shows 
Oct. 19; "My Little 
Chickadee" (1940), with Mae 
West and W. C. Fields will be 
presented Oct. 12. 
Program notes are provided 
at all showings to enable the 
viewer to have a background 
knowledge of the film and its 
cast. Film club discussions 
will follow most showings, and 
they may include the 
screening of student films as 
well. 
The Sunday night movie 
series is a worthwhile effort 
on the part of the English 
Department and the UPB, and 
it is an effective and integral 
combination of education and 
entertainment at JMU. This 
semester, it provides students 
with the opportunity to see 
Keaton, Chaplin, Laurel and 
Hardy and other stars of past 
film eras. And face it , you 
can't beat the price. 
ROBERT WILKINSON of the Flamin' Oh's takes a chunk out of 
his guitar during Monday nights performance with Debris. 
r Art file JMU V 
* An original musical, a recent Broadway comedy hit, a 
mystery thriller, and a pair of classic masterpieces 
highlight the James Madison University Theatre season 
tor lSwO-oi. 
The first productionls "Vanities." In the course of the 
play the audience sees three girls mature from 
cheerleaders to sorority girls  to career women. 
Vanities,* which opens October 7, contains language 
that some people may find offensive. 
"Punch Henry'a. Jazz Funeral" is an original musical 
by two recent JMU graduates, Roger Wells and Curt 
Potter. Set in th<? deep South during World War II the 
play deals with the tricks that the mind plays on itself 
The production will be the JMU Theatre entry in the 
American College Theatre Festival. 
The third and fourth plays are the tragedy "Dr 
Faustus" and the comedy "Arms and the Man ."In "Dr 
Faustus" Christopher Marlowe tells the story of a man 
who sells his soul to the devil. In "Arms and the Man" 
George Bernard Shaw questions Romantic notions of 
love and war. 
The final ptay is the mystery drama "Wait Until 
Dark," by Federick Knott 
Season tickets are available at $10 for the five shows 
by writing the Theatre Manager, Department of 
Communication Arts. 
BMI Awards 
THE 1980—81 BMI Awards competition will award 
some $15,000 in prizes this year to student composers 
who "are citizens of the Western Hemisphere." 
The awards, established in 1951, have thus far been 
given to some 254 students, ranging in age from 8 to 25. 
Prizes this year will be awarded in amounts ranging 
from $500 to $2,500. 
Students may enter no more than one compostiton, 
and must be under 26 years of age on 31 December 1980 
The competition closes on 16 February 1981. Official 
rules and entry blanks are available from James G. 
Roy,Jr., Director, BMI Awards to Student Composers, 
BMI, 320 West 52nd St. Mew York, New York 10019. 
"  MarkSutton 
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Murder charge questioned 
ROANOKE < AP)—A Roanoke teen-ager has 
been convicted of first degree murder in the 
death of a man be didn't kill. 
Anthony Graham, 17, was convicted Tuesday 
even though the man he beat in an attempted 
robbery died three months later because of 
complications from medical treatment, said 
Roanoke Circuit Court Judge Ernest Ballon. 
Graham's attorney, Jack Gregory, con- 
tended during the day-long trial that his client 
was guilty at most of malicious wounding. 
Gregory said the victim of the beating, Billy 
James Moneyhun, 47, died because a hospital 
let a feeding tube slip through his stomach and 
not because of the beating. 
Moneyhun never regained consciousness 
after the Nov. 1,1979, beating. 
He died Feb. 1 at Roanoke Memorial 
Hospital after doctors were unable to get a 
feeding tube out of his stomach. Because 
doctors were afraid to operate on Moneyhun, 
they decided to try to let the tube pass through 
the man's intestinal tract. 
But the tube pierced Moneyhun's duodenum, 
the part oHhe intestine that connects with the 
stomach. 
Moneyhun died from infections caused when 
stomach and intestinal fluids leaked into his 
body cavity, an autopsy report showed 
Assistant Roanoke Commonwealth's At- 
torney Joe Clarke argued that Graham was 
guilty of murder because if it hadn't been for 
the beating Moneyhun wouldn't have been in 
thebsopital. 
Virginia law provides that "if you inflict 
serious injury on a person and he receives 
negligent or unskillful treatment and dies you 
can still be found guilty of murder," Clarke 
said. 
Testimony showed Graham was with two 
other youths when he spotted Moneyhun asleep 
in a car, forced the man into an alley and beat 
him over the head with a tricycle wheel. 
Graham also was convicted of attempted 
robber. He could be sentenced to life im- 
prisonment for the murder conviction and 10 
years for attempted robbery. 
Graham already is serving an eight-year 
prison term for his role in the gang rape of a 
young Roanoke woman last year. 
School taken over 
FOREST HILL, LA (AP)—Angry parents, 
defying a federal desegregation order, today 
took over a closed school for the second day 
Sfaftt Take* 
A brief look at what's happening 
and opened it up for classes for aoout 200 
children. 
"We hope to keep our school open all year 
just like it was supposed to be," said Martha 
Ladner, one of the parents occupying the 
Forest Hill Elementary School. 
Mrs. Ladner said that authorities did not 
show up to try to prevent the second day of 
unauthorized classes. 
"Our local deputy is here, but he's just 
here," she said. 
Forest HID Elementary was one of four 
predominantly white schools closed by a 
federal judge and its students ordered to ride 
buses—some for a 35-mile trip—to two mostly 
black schools. 
Iranian hostages 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA (AP)—A 
University of Virginia professor says he 
walked past a heavily guarded building in 
Mashad, Iran, in June in which he was told four 
American hostages were being held. 
Abdulaziz A. Sachedina, who is teaching 
Classical Islam, Moslem theology and the 
Koran this semester at U.Va., was in Mashad 
on a working vacation 
He and his family were walking past the 
building housing the Mashad Chamber of 
Commerce when he noted the building was 
heavily garrisoned, he told the Cavalier Daily 
in a Tuesday interview. 
When he asked someone in the street why 
there were so many guards, he said he was told 
that four of the 52 American hostages were 
inside. 
Soldiers outside the building did not appear 
to be Revolutionary guards because they were 
wearing proper military attire, Sachedina 
said. 
"There is much sympathy for the hostages 
among the Iranian populace," he said. 
Iranians, he added, distinguish between the 
American government and the American 
people. 
He said his impression of the sentiment of 
most Iranians on the hostage issue was that 
Iran has "punished America enough...we have 
already exposed the evils of the Shah." 
Many people, especially the uneducated and 
the religious,, interpreted the failed United 
States rescue mission as a miracle "showing 
that Allah is on their side," Sachedina said. 
Sachedina, a citizen of Canada, had gone to 
Iran to do research at the Mashad shrine 
library on the working vacation, which also 
took him to Syria, Jordan, Iraq, Tanzania and 
Kenya 
Sachedina's stop in Mashad was in the 
nature of a homecoming. He was a student at 
the University of Mashad from 1966 to 1971. 
Once a year during that period, he said, he 
traveled to Iraq, where the Ayatollah 
Khomeini then was living in exile—one of the 
many people who ferried letters of support to 
Khomeini from Iran. 
Sachedina said he visited Khomeini at the 
shrine in Karbala where he prayed rather than 
at Khomeini's home, to avoid suspicion from 
SAVAK—the late Shah's feared secret police. 
Often, be said, he was followed by SAVAK 
agents while a student in Mashad. 
"I was considered by SAVAK to be a British 
agent from Tanzania," Sachedina said, 
because he would visit the British consul in 
Mashad, a personal friend. 
Khomeini had much "charisma and was 
very mystical," he added, and he and others 
would seek out the Ayatollah for advice from 
Khomeini concerning Islamic law. 
-Although SAVAK no longer exists, Sachedina 
said friends warned him to leave Iran out of his 
travel plans this summer, fearing he and his 
family might not get out of the strife-torn 
cowrtryi 
But, he said, he decided it was necessary to 
go to Iran, and he used his Canadian citizen- 
ship to avoid diplomatic tie-ups. 
Missing child found 
NORFOLK (AP)-A week-long search for a 
kidnapped 7-month-old Norfolk boy has ended 
in San Diego, Cal., where the child and his 
alleged abductor were found by FBI agents 
and San Diego County deputies. 
The child's babysitter, Sarah Annette 
Brown, 19, was arrested Tuesday in a down- 
town San Diego apartment on a federal kid- 
napping charge and taken to San Diego 
Metropolitan Correctional Center, an FBI 
spokesman said. 
Miss Brown was scheduled for a preliminary 
hearing today. If convicted on the federal 
kidnapping charge, she could receive a 
maximum of life Imprisonment 
The baby—Antoine Clinton Evans, only child 
of Nancy Evans—was reported missing last 
Wednesday. 
Dave Webster, night supervisor at the 
Hillcrest Receiving Home in San Diego, where 
the arrest was made, said the child was in good 
condition and that arrangements were being 
made to return him to bis mother. 
The FBI searched in at least eight states, 
said Michael A. Morrow, special agent in 
charge of the Norfolk FBI office. 
around the nation, around the world 
BUY ONE FISH PLATTER 
GET THE SECOND FOR 
y2 PRICE! 
Soccer fans uv> at Arthur Tiaacher's wiih this special coupon! Ju(l buy on* Fish Plain. - twq 
ol our prim* North Atlantic whit, Mists, fried in Treacher's Secret Belter and served with hutn-   | 
puppias. creamy cola slaw, and chlpa - at lha ragular pcica. and you oat lha aacond Fish 
Planar ai 50% otl! And that's a wmnar from , 
Arthur Treacher's' 
Coupon Expires September 30, I960 
Not good in con|unction with any other otlar ' 
STUDENTS DON'T FORGfT YOUR I.D. 
IS GOOD FOR A 15% DISCOUNT 
ON ALL REGULAR ORDERS 
Arthur Tfc*adiet& 
WE RE MORE THAN A 
$ NICE PLACE TO EAT 
Were really THREE GREAT RESTAURANTS in one. 
Specializing in fine food and excellent service.? 
For a good time, THE PUB 
is the spot for you! 
located in downtown Harrisonburg 
Park in the Water St. parking deck, and 
enter across the Palmer House Bridge! 433-8181 
t) 
Jfcaude' 
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Vincent Price: Still pursued by the villains... 
Vincent Price, the 
distinguished actor and art 
authority, will appear at 
James Madison University 
September 16 as part of JMU's 
Fine Arts Series. 
Price will present a one- 
man dramatic performance of 
"The Villains Still Pursue 
Me" at 8 p.m. in the Wilson 
Hall auditorium. 
Free tickets are available to 
JMU students, faculty and 
staff    at    the     University 
Program Board. 
Price's career encompasses 
the Broadway and London 
stage, Hollywood films, 
American and British radio 
and television, and the worlds 
of art, lecturing, literature 
and haute cuisine. 
In 1935, his career was 
launched when he opened on 
Broadway opposite Helen 
Hayes in "Victoria Regina." 
A native of St. Louis, 
Missouri,  Price  received  a 
bachelor's degree from Yale 
and then attended the 
University of London and the 
Dealing especially 
with the works of 
,Edgar Alien Poe 
Courtauld Institute, majoring 
in the history of art 
Among his more than 100 
films are such classics as 
"The House of the Seven 
Gables," "The Song of Ber- 
nadette," "The Raven," "The 
Pit and the Pendulum" and 
"The Three Musketeers." 
Price is also the author of 
"A Treasury of Great 
Recipes," "I Like What I 
Know," "Book of Joe" and 
"The Treasury of American 
Art." A new book, "Man and 
the Monster Image," will be 
published in 1981. 
In addition, Price's 
narrations have allowed him 
to work with a number of 
major symphonies and make 
numerous recordings, dealing 
especially with the works of 
Edgar Allen Poe. 
Price has also been active in 
the promotion of the arts, 
serving as a member of the 
Fine Arts Committee for the 
White House.- 
GUARANTEED 
LOWEST PRICES! 
Everybody knows that Harvey's has the LOWEST PRICES in town. . .  But at Harvey's, that's no boast, that's 
a guarantee! If, within 30 days and within a 25 mile radius of the store, you find an advertised price lower than 
the price you paid at Harvey's, bring in published proof, and we'll gladly refund the difference! We'll even re 
fund the difference if Harvey's advertises the same product within 30 days at a lower price! 
So. . .Buy now and shop later and save yourself both time and money with our guaranteed lowest prices! And 
don't miss these sensational values on sale this weekend! 
...-"P1 Iff 
accuracy in sound 
Ortofon 
FF15XEII 
Cartridge 
•tracks is low as I' i fiami 
•frequency response from 20 20.000 HI 
•enjoy concert hall realitm in your home! 
List$50 ONLY 
$OC88 26 
•2-wiy. compact and etli- 
cienl 
•hifhiy   accurate,   deliver 
substantial sound output       OKI I V 
•"Get it all mith 181' -First   ur,,L" 
with Ihe Pros' 
List $140 
$QQ88 99 ea. JNKYOCP-1010A Turntable 
•slimline, semiautomatic 
•bel'i-dnve with strobe 
•strai|ht tone-arm lor less trackinc error 
$ 
Reg. $144.95 ONLY 128 88 
harman/kardon 
HARMAN/KARDON H/K 503 
Amplifier 
•iittefrated stereo amp 
•delivers 40 watts/channel* 
•ultra-aide band for maiimum frequency response 
$ 
Reg. $279       ONLY 
Add the H/k 500 Tuner for only $1991 
199 
/ILPINE JENSEN 
ALPINE 7217 
Auto AM/FM cassette deck with 
JENSEN J-1065 Speakers 
•a car system tar the audio- 
phile! 
•deck   futures   auto-slop. 
loc«Hi| FF and rewind, local 
'distance and balance con 
trols 
•speakers are S' |9   consul. 
handle 45 watts/channel* 
[List $339.90    ONLY 
$ 269 88 
GUSDORF1655 
Stereo Stand 
•beauty and lunctkm united - 
naturally! 
•rich pecan lone finnh 
•adjustable shakes 
Reg. $69.95     ONLY 
With aafety glass doors — only $99.88 
•Mill iHttrfV 
ROTELRJ-700 
Equalizer 
• 14 band stereo ire*hie equaliz- 
er 
•compensates for poor accoustks 
in your room! 
•attractive wood-like cabinet 
$ 
$.89.95  ONLY 13J 88 
&TDK 
TDK DC-90 
Blank recording tape 
•normal bias 
•taw noise. hi|h output 
•perfect lor most autemotue cas- 
sette decks' 
List $3.29      ONLY   $1 
Limit six, please! 1 
CHARLOTTESVILLE 
N. Wing Barracks Rd. Shop. Ctr. 
293-7149 
Albemarle Square 
973-8820 
HARRISONBURG 
Rolling Hills Shop. Ctr. 
(703) 433-9265 
Harvey's 
- all power ratinga are RMS 20-20.000 HZ 
et • ohme, both channela operating. 
Financing Plans Available 
VISA 
m 
FREE 5-YEAR WARRANTY ON MOST HOME AUDIO COMPONENTS Layaways Accepted! 
 M 
•  .  •   i  i  t   «« iMitin MMII 
. ,    . t    , 
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Sports \ 
Preview: 
Defense a strong suit for Eagles 
By DAVID TEEL 
Morehead State University 
has a special part in the 
history of James Madison 
University football—for the 
Eagles were the first Division 
I entry the Dukes defeated. 
That occured in the final 
gime of 1979 when the then 
ivision II Dukes upset MSU, 
16-3. Saturday JMU travels to 
Morehead, Ky. to renew this 
series for a second time. Both 
teams will be trying to reverse 
last week's results. Morehead 
was crushed by Marshall 
University, 35-8, while JMU 
was trounced by Appalachian 
State University, 34-6. 
"We had five turnovers and 
our offensive line certainly 
didn't play up  to our  ex- 
Ctions, commented 
i coach Tom Lichten- 
berg, "Execution is a must 
and we didn't have it against 
Marshall." 
The JMU defense should 
find no surprises in playing 
against the MSU offensive 
unit. What they will be seeing 
is a virtual mirror image of 
the Dukes' offense. MSU runs 
out of the I formation and is 
basically a run-oriented 
football team. 
Paving the way for the 
running attack is All-Ohio 
Valley Conference tackle 
Charlie Young who opens the 
gips for tailback Dorron 
unter. Directing the offense 
is sophomore quarterback 
Don Reeves and according to 
Lichtenberg, he played like a 
sophomore last week. 
Defensively the Eagles play 
the standard college football 
alignment of five down 
linemen and two linebackers. 
Tackle Tim Brewer was a 
second team All-Conference 
selection in '79 and along with 
nosequard     Sterling     Ford 
anchor the unit. 
MSU recorded three 
shutouts last season and JMU 
Coach Challace McMillin 
said,"Defense has always 
been their strong suit and I 
will imagine it would be this 
year." 
One common ground that all 
the Eagle units stand on is 
youth. Only six seniors are 
currently on the active squad. 
"Our   biggest  weakness   is 
Gobably       our       youth," 
chtenbers claimed. 
The   aerial   bombardment 
from Appalachian now behind 
them, the Dukes must play 
well on the road against teams 
they are capable of beating; 
Morehead is such a team. 
However, JMU managed only 
one road win in six attempts 
last year and the rigors of 
traveling long distances 
certainly don't help a team in 
its preparation.' 
H cMillin said JMU plans no 
ma or changes for the Eagles. 
"Wiat we-are trying to ac- 
complish in workouts this 
week is to sure up our 
execution of the basic skills." 
JMU botched several early 
(Continued on Page 17) 
Veterans Miskel, 
express optimism 
By RICH AMACHER 
Defensive backs don't 
usually receive the glamorous 
attention given a striker or 
goalkeeper; therefore the 
importance of their play is 
sometimes overlooked! 
"Nobody realizes the job 
they do back there," said 
James Madison University 
soccer Coach Bob Van- 
derwarker. "Their main 
responsibility is to mark the 
opponents wingers." 
"After his first practice with 
the Dukes, John Miskel didn't 
even think he could make the 
team. He feared the talent 
wasn't there, 
"When I first came here I 
felt I didn't even belong on the 
field. All I had was speed," 
Miskel said. 
Win that speed he over- 
came his inferiority con- 
cerning talent. Operating 
under the beading of marking 
back, a position where one 
Bost shirk public limelight; 
in career ending campaign 
must guard the opposition's 
toughest player, Miskel made 
his debut against the 
University of Maryland. The 
year before the Terps striker 
Claude England had scored 
three goals against JMU, so 
Vanderwarker assigned him 
to Miskel, who responded by 
shutting out England, as the 
Dukes won, 2-1. 
Public attention is 
something that Miskel can 
live without.     "Recognition 
doesn't mean that much to 
me. Knowing that we won is 
satisfaction enough," Miskel 
said. 
Mark Bost, a left winger in 
high school, came to JMU 
with visions of glory in his 
head, but Vanderwarker had 
other plans. 
"Coach had decided before I 
got here, that I was going to be 
a defensive back," Bost 
recalled. 
Determined to play, he 
accepted the change and 
Vanderwarker's foresight 
paid off. Experience received 
while playing winger in high 
school benefit ed Bost since it 
gave him an insight on moves 
being made by charging front 
line players. 
"I don't think there is a 
move I haven't seen," Bost 
claimed. "It is very rare 
when both John and I get 
faked out by an opposing 
player's moves," he added. 
Snaring Miskel's attitude 
toward getting recognition 
Bost said, "We know when we 
play well and so do the people 
who know the game." 
A new offensive tactic being 
implemented this season may 
still provide Bost a chance to 
capture some limelight. 
Vanderwarker - hopes to 
overpower the opposition's 
defense by sending an extra 
man up on certain counter- 
attack plays thus creating an 
open man. 
"Mark is very effective 
shutting down right wingers, 
hut he can attack on offense if 
(Continued' on Page 17) 
National powers appear 
on Duchesses schedule 
A. F»ik> 
JUNIOR goalkeeper Jim Edwards will play a vital role in the success of the Dukes. Edwards 
was aa All-South and All-Virginia selection in 197$. 
Golf powers Ohio State, 
Wake Forest, Duke and North 
Carolina highlight a schedule 
that will provide maximum 
competition for the James 
Madison University Women's 
golf team in 1980-81. 
"When you play the com- 
petition we will encounter this 
year, a strong mental attitude 
is the only thing that will get 
you through," said Coach 
Martha O'Donnell. 
The Duchesses, who return 
five starters from last year's 
squad, open their season 
Friday, competing in the 54- 
hole Long wood Invitational 
Golf Tournament. Ten schools 
will participate, including 
Marshall University, William 
& Mary and Penn State, with 
the four lowest individual 
scores from each team being 
tabulated for a total score. 
Guiding the Duchesses will 
be senior Brenda Baker, 
JMU's number one player the 
past three year*.. Ac- 
companying Baker will be 
veterans, Kim Brownley and 
Cheryl      Gustitusz, • • Joann 
Snyder, as well as freshmen 
Valire Baker. 
With one season under their 
belt at the Division I level, 
O'Donnell feels confident the 
Duchesses will fare better this 
fall, "Last year we were a 
little intimidated by the 
bigger schools and it hurt the 
scores. If the girls had played 
to their handicaps we would 
have beaten some Division I 
teams." 
The Duchesses only 
weakness may be the short 
game around the greens, 
according to O'Donnell. 
"Their work around the 
greens needs some im- 
provement, but they have 
been practicing hard to lift 
that part of their game." 
Extensive participation in 
summer tournaments has 
O'Donnell rating this year's 
team much improved over 
last season's contingent. She 
claims that the caliber of 
women's golf has advanced to 
the point where a score of 80 
will not automatically qualify 
a player for tournament play. 
JV football squad 
edges Ferrum, 7-6 
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By JEFF NUCKLES 
In 1979 the James Madison 
University junior varsity 
football squad was a mere ten 
seconds from compiling an 
unblemished 5-0 slate, 
dropping instead, one game in 
the final five seconds and 
another on the final play of the 
game. 
Another tight contest 
marked Monday's season 
opener for JMU, but the 
Dukes' defense turned in no 
less than five big plays to hold 
off persistant Ferrum Junior 
College for a 7-6 victorv. 
"Our defense did awbaleof a job," said Coach Jimmy 
Prince. "They played hard all 
day and capitalized by holding 
on big third down plays. We 
knew they were basically a 
run oriented team so we went 
man-to-man most of the day." 
THE     PANTHERS 
threatened early in the first 
period when they recovered 
Brian Coe's fumbled punt on 
the JMU 16-yard line. Three 
running plays netted only five 
yards, setting up a 27-yard 
field goal attempt. However, 
play, the Dukes tried an on- 
side kick that was recovered 
by JMU's Greg Dyer at the 
Ferrum 48-yard line. After 
Paige ran three times for a 
first down, JMU was given 
another first down because of 
pass interference. New 
quarterback Jerry Roadcap 
rolled to his left from the 
Panther 27 and raced the 
distance for the score. The 
conversion was good, giving 
the Dukes a 7-0 lead. 
Ferrum took the ensuing 
kickoff and marched to the 
Dukes' seven-yard line before 
a holding penalty moved the 
ball back to the 22-yard line. 
On third and goal from the IS, 
JMU dropped Allan Troy for a 
yard loss, forcing the Pan- 
thers to settle for a Cohen field 
goal and a 7-3 deficit with 5:23 
left in the third stanza. 
Four minutes later, Ferrum 
found themselves with the ball 
on the Dukes' 38-yard line. 
The Panthers moved to the 21- 
yard line, but on third and 
eight, Brian Wagner sacked 
the quarterback for a loss of 
sue yards, again forcing a field 
goal attempt. 
'Our defense did a whale of a job' 
freshman Mike Popowski got 
a hand on the ball to knock it 
wide, halting the Panther 
drive. 
A sputtering Dukes' offense, 
which totaled only 132 yards in 
the afternoon, all by way of 
the rush, gave Ferrum ex- 
cellent field position at the 
JMU 48-yard line early in the 
second quarter. Ferrum drove 
to the 25-yard line where on 
third and sue, a strong pass 
rush forced an incomplete 
pass. Al Cohen's 44-yard field 
goal effort fell short. 
JMU's deepest penetration 
of the half came on their fifth 
possesion and was set up when 
Beniie Paige scampered 47 
yards to the Panther 39-yard 
line. The drive was stifled at 
the 1:24 mark of the half when 
quarterback Tommy Parker 
was sacked at the 41-yard line 
on fourth down. The first half 
ended scoreless. 
OPENING THE final half of 
COHEN'S EFFORT from 43 
yards was good, pulling the 
Panthers to within one point, 
74. 
Ferrum's final chance to 
salvage the win was snuffed 
out when Louis Esgro fell on a 
Panther fumble at the Ferrum 
20-yard line. From there, JMU 
picked up a big first down on 
fourth and one, and Roadcap 
fell on the ball to run off the 
final ticks of the clock, 
preserving the Dukes' win. 
The lone bright spot in the 
Dukes' offense was Paige, 
who ran the ball 17 times for 
117 yards. Explaining JMU's 
impotent offense, Prince 
explained, "These guys never 
get a chance to work with each 
other on offense. This is the 
first time the offensive line 
has worked together as a 
unit" 
JMU's next JV football 
game is scheduled against 
Hampden-Sydney, September 
28    at    Madison     Stadium. 
Photo by Cfiorlw A. Foito 
9VARr1IRBACK Tommy Parker ta,Mb •" *• ■«*• p«**« *"*»* ««« Junior varsity's 7-6 victory over Ferrum. Paige finished the afternoon with 117 yards rushing. 
* Soccer 
(Continued from Page 16) 
oiven   the    green    lights 
Vanderwarker explained. 
Bost is enthusiastic about 
the opportunity stating, "I 
love to go through and when a 
back earns the opponent's 
respect they have to adjust to 
that extra man being mere." 
Still he is aware of his 
defensive obligations noting, 
"When we play a good team 
I'm there for defensive pur- 
poses first." 
For most athletes, college 
participation is the highest 
they'll climb on the com- 
petitive pyramid. 
"After college it will be 
Sunday afternoon pickup 
games in the park," Miskel 
said. 
Bost admitted similar 
feelings, acknowledging a 
professional offer does not 
seem likely. 
Facing their career-ending 
season, the duo express op- 
timistic aspirations for the 
Dukes. 
Miskel   voicing   his   con- 
fidence said, "I think we have 
good returning players. We 
have a great goalie in Jim 
Edwards, and I feel the play of 
our backs compliment him." 
He is also impressed with the 
newcomers, "We did some 
fine recruiting and it's just a 
matter of time before we get it 
all together." 
Comparing the current 
squad to previous JMU teams 
and upcoming opponents Bost 
said, "This year we have the 
type of players who won't 
accept defeat," adding, 
"There is a very fine line 
between the caliber of players 
on this team and those we 
play." 
"This year there is no clear 
distinction between veterans 
and rookies," said Miskel. 
"We're all players, who are 
worried more about playing 
ball than who the rookies 
are." 
* Football 
WELCOME BACK TO JMU 
[The endless summer has begun 
in Harrisonburg with Buddy 
Craig's SlJfO lOfl TQnnin9 Cn*r 
It's safe, its fast, 
it's easy! 
luihere the sun never sets 
1106 Reservoir 434-18121 
$5.00 Discount with student I.D 
(Continued from Page 16) 
scoring opportunities in the 
opener and this trend needs to 
be corrected for the Dukes to 
be a viable offensive football 
team. McMillin stated, "If we 
had been able to punch it in 
early, the game might have 
taken a different course." Quarterback Tom Bowles 
drew high praise from Ap- 
palachian State Coach Mike 
Working and Lichtenberg 
echoes him. "Bowles is an 
excellent player and we 
definitely expect him to throw 
the football," Lichtenberg 
commented. » 
The Dukes will throw the 
football, but maybe not as 
much as Lichtenberg might 
expect. Passing became a 
necessity against ASU 
because JMU fell behind early 
and had to play catch-up 
football. 
A major JMU asset, ac- 
cording to Lichtenberg, is 
quickness. "Overall, they 
have excellent team 
quickness," Lichtenberg said. 
The Eagles compiled a 54-1 
record in 1979, Lichtenberg's 
first season at the healm. It 
was the first winning year for 
MSU since 1973. 
Stielper signs pact 
Former James Madison 
University star forward Steve 
Stielper has signed a 
professional contract to play 
tor the Basconia team in 
Spain's First Division League. 
The team plays the majority 
of its home games in Victoria, 
which is located in north 
central Spain. 
Stielper agreed to a one- 
year pact with an option to 
renew at seasons end. He left 
for pre-season workouts 
August 14 with the league's 
slate to begin at the end of 
September. 
Picked by the Indiana 
Pacers in the eighth round of 
this        year's     , National 
Basketball Association draft, 
the 6'8" Stielper participated 
»n n rookie camp with the 
Pacers June 24-26. Upon 
conclusion of camp he was 
released. 
Stielper capped off a 
memorable career at JMU 
last season, breaking the all- 
time scoring record of 
Sherman Dilla: d and 
rebounding mark of Pat Dosh. 
Averaging 18.4 points and 8.1 
rebounds per game, Stielper 
posted new records of 2,126 
points and 917 rebounds. He 
finished his four seasons with 
a 20.4 point per game average 
and shot 53.4 percent from the 
field.  ..,   .. ...... 
* V* 
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+ YAF 
Continued from Page 1 
According to the handbook, 
suspension can be the penalty 
for violations of the demon- 
stration policy. 
Sachs expects to arrive at a 
decision by the end of this 
WIfyAF is found to be in 
violation of university policy, 
the decision will be protested, 
Stimson said, adding that "we 
would take it through 
whatever channels are 
necessary." 
YAF MEMBERS discussed 
plans to attend Chip Carter's 
rallies the night before, 
Stimson said. 
"No remarks were made by 
anyone," she said. "We did 
not intend to create a problem 
or show disrespect, we were 
just there." 
Stimson said she was. 
unaware of the policy 
regarding demonstrations. "I 
had no idea there was even a 
demonstration or peaceful 
assembly policy," she added. 
Secret    service    officials 
•acre 
present at all three locations 
refused to comment on the 
protest. 
However, Stimson said she 
was approached by a secret 
service official and questioned 
about the motives of YAF 
members and whether they 
would follow Carter 
throughout Harrisonburg. 
Cunningham elaborated on 
reasons behind his part in the 
protest. "Carter's record in 
office has been four years of 
failure," Cunningham said, 
adding that he was exercising 
his right to freedom of ex- 
pression. 
"THATS WHY we're in 
America," he said. "I did not 
represent the SGA or JMU. I 
represented Chuck Cun- 
ningham. 
"I separate politics from 
political activity," he said. 
SGA Legislative Vice- 
President Mark Davison said 
that Cunningham's actions 
with YAF were "not the 
feelings of the SGA as an 
(Continued from Page 4) 
award is given for the suc- 
cessful completion of a rugged 
obstacle course, shading 
across a 200 foot river, 
dropping off a 40-foot-high 
rope into a river and high 
performance on a physical 
fitness test and a land 
navigation course. 
Given awards for successful 
completion of the i960 ROTC 
Basic Summer Camp at Fort 
Knox, Kentucky were Scott 
Campbell, Matt Finnerty, 
Mark Forseth, Tom Gainey, 
Allison Graves, Kenneth 
Justice, Leigh Ann Kidd, 
Joyce Luck, Timothy Powell.' 
Jayne Redelman, Craig Vest, 
Steve Gillikin,  Roger  Low, 
Stephen Riviere, Rose Mary 
Kirk, Ann Lee, Justir.a 
Perrine, John PetersonV 
Donna Phillips, Jessica Ward. 
Debbie Witherbie. 
The highest award given to 
an     ROTC     Cadet,     the 
Distinguished Military 
Student award was received 
by Matthew Aldrich, Samuel 
Doss,   Daniel   Graff,   Gary 
Breithaupt,   Tracey   Comes, 
Shaun      Deehan,      Amelia 
Hatcher,   Jesse  Jay,   Keith 
McCollum,     Mark     Tider, 
Gretchen Waters and Albert 
Willner. This award is based 
upon outstanding qualities of 
academic achievement,' 
leadership, moral character, 
and exceptional aptitude for 
military service. 
*J  J FREE 
SPIRIT 
HAIR 
CARE 
Co. 
434-3925 
&REDKEN 
FULL SERVICE: 
Men, Women & Children 
Hair Analysis 
Reconditioning 
Design Perming 
Fashion Haircolormg 
Haircutting 
^.    Skin Care 
^^ake-up/ 
Nail Care 
Hair Removal. 
Student Discounts 
Hours: 
Monday-Saturday & Evenings 
103 S. Mai-rl St 
entirety," nor were "they a 
reflection on the SGA as a 
whole." 
Dr. Lacy Daniel, dean of 
students, was disturbed by 
Cunningham's participation 
in the protest 
"His concern should be the 
JMU campus," Daniel said. 
' 'He should try to minimize his 
role in national political ac- 
tivity. I would prefer he didn't 
personally be involved." 
Robin Lawrence, president 
of the Young Democrats, was 
largely responsible for 
planning Carter's visit to 
JMU. She was disturbed that 
it was protested. "It was 
annoying," Lawrence said. 
Lawrence expressed con- 
cern about whether YAF 
indeed violated university 
policy and also about Cun- 
ningham's participation in the 
event. 
"When you represent the 
entire student body, you have 
to be careful," she said, ad- 
ding that it is difficult to be in 
the SGA when a student has 
outside interests because one 
still is associated with the 
organization. 'There is no cut- 
off," Lawrence said. "It can 
get you in a bad situation." 
STOP-IN 
FOOD STORES OF VIRGINIA 
1050 South Mam St. 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 
FEATURING 
Beer Soft Drinks Candy & Gum 
Wine Health and Beauty Aids Socks 
Groceries Sunglasses Panty Hose 
Snacks Hats Magazines & 3ooks 
Kegs Ice Cream Newspapers 
Ice Cigarettes Pmball 
Submarines Film and Developing Coffee 
Eggs Keys Made Hot Chocolate 
Popcorn Gas and Oil 
Pizza 
Cocktail Mix 
^k 
-Fresh Dnmits 
Weekend Special 
Moosehead 12 oz   2.99 
<&Jweje/i 
a good drinking beer 
at a good drinking price 
/ 
I %     • 
Shank Beverage    Harrisonburg, VA  434-7829 
> 
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* Voting 
Continued from Page 1 
hometown and an absentee 
ballot is returned for com- 
pletion. 
IF A STUDENT already 
registered wishes to vote 
locally, but does not meet the 
necessary requirements, he 
may simply write to his home 
registrar's office for an ab- 
sentee ballot, or pick one up 
during the next visit home. 
Since JMU will not hold 
classes on election day, Nov. 
4, some students may return 
home to vote in their local 
precinct. 
However, many students 
will remain in the area and a 
spokesman for    (    the 
Harrisonburg registrar's 
office urged students in- 
terested in obtaining an ab- 
sentee ballot to do so earlv— 
no later than a week before 
the presidential election. The 
spokesman also urged 
students to vote in the correct 
precinct. 
Nelson said students 
already registered will be 
kept on record as eligible to 
vote as long as they have 
voted at least once in a 
general election in a four-year 
period. 
If a student decides to vote 
in Harrisonburg, the city is 
divided into four voting 
precincts  with Market  and 
it Energy 
(Continued from Page 3) 
students and faculty on ways 
to cut back energy use. 
COORDINATORS attend 
monthly meetings directed by 
Auckland, and discuss energy- 
saving tips and new ways to 
involve students in the 
program. 
"I hope that this year we 
could save as much as 10 
percent," Auckland said. 
"BACK WHEN I WAS IN SCHOOL, MY 
BASEBALL COACH TOLD ME THAT SOMEDAY 
THERE'D BE A LESS FILLING BEER. HE 
ALSO TOLD ME TO TRY OUT FOR GLEE CLUB? 
Marv Throneberry 
Baseball Legend 
SHANK BEVERAGE 
Harriwnburg, UA 22801 
434-78M 
Main Streets as the dividing Spotswood will serve as the 
lines. - polls where voters can vote. 
Three elementary schools, The Simms Building also will 
Keister.     Waterman,      and be used. 
The university's efforts 
have not gone unnoticed, 
however, as JMU already has 
received federal funds to 
continue improving energy 
conservation programs, he 
explained. 
This summer, the school 
received an $8,800 federal 
grant to study the feasibility 
of certain campus energy- 
saving measures. According 
to    Auckland.    JMU    also 
recently applied for $90,000 to 
carry out the recom- 
mendations of that stuay, 
conducted this summer by a 
private consulting firm. 
"This could become a real 
large project if we get the 
money," Auckland said, 
adding, "who knows, if we can 
do enough on the conservation 
side, maybe we could save as 
much as an additional IS 
percent." 
LOOK BETTER ^o\\ 
IN AN ENRO   jO^^fS 
SHIRT. .. FROM 
DOWNTOWN 
HARRISONBURG 
ENRO'S Oxford Button- 
Down Collar shirts. Toe look 
for today. . . comes in white, 
off-white, bine, permanent 
press, dacron and cotton. 
(Men's Department) 
$18 
AND WELCOME TO JMU 
WELCOME TO 
HARRISONBURG . . . SHOP 
JOSEPH NEY'S FOR MEN'S 
AND LADIES FASHIONS. 
Looking For Good Christian 
Fellowship In A 
Bible Preaching Church? 
Come to the first Sunday service 
of the Christian and Missionary 
Alliance Church of Harrisonburg, 
Morning Worship Service 
llam-noon   at 
VFW Post 632 on Waterman Drive 
Sermon Topic: 
"Christ's 20th Century Challenge" 
Monday Night Bible Study 7:30 pm 
at 1322 Country Club Ct. 
Nursery Provided 
For Further Information 
or a Ride to Church, 
Please Call: 434-2590 or 434-1472. 
Glen Bayly, Pastor 
. 
r 
<v. 
\ 
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Cki88iHeds       Doonesbury 
For Sale 
FOR SALE: About 10 minutes 
from college, 3 bedroom, 
(brick ranch-type) living 
room, dining room, kitchen, 
1>6 bath, extra room for office 
or another bedroom. Closed in 
porch. Family room with 
fireplace. Heat pump with air 
condition. Central vacuum. 
Hardwood floors. Large 
closet space. $98,500.00. Day: 
433-1435  After 5:30 - 828-6270. 
FOR SALE: Male housing 
contract. Call Mark at 433- 
8455. 
FOR SALE: 1975 Harley 
Davidson motorcycle. SS250 
in excellent condition, only 
2500 mUes. $600 takes it! call 
289-9286. 
Courses 
SCUBA DIVING Course held 
8-noon Sundays beginning 
Sept. 14 at JMU. Provides 
both YMCA and PADI cer- 
tifications to dive worldwide. 
Dive trips arranged to Florida 
Keys, Bahamas, offshore 
wrecks, local quarries. Land 
Sea Passages, 433-2177. 
THANK YOU, MIKE. I 
CERTAINLYAPPRE- 
CIATE THAT FINE 
INTFOPUCTION. — 
MYFRIEN05, AS YOUKNOUJ, 
IT HAS e€EN OUR GREAT 
PRNILE6E THIS YEAR TO 
CONDUCT A POLITICAL- 
CAMPAIGNOF IDEAS.. 
MRS.PAVENP0RT SHZ5UREIXX5. 
5ET5 QUITE A WHERE ARE YOU' 
TABLE, POBSN'T STAYING'TONIGHT, 
SHE, JOANie? MIKET 
I I 
WELL ACTUAL- NONSCNSE. IT'S TOO 
'7?r'L..ry     CAD \rviuAi/c-m 
LY, I UJAe 
THINKING OF 
FAR.YOU HAVETD 
STAY WITH US. 8m&, 
'DRMNGBOOL I WANT VOUTO MEET 
mfiSSl    MYLWGHTER, 
AFTER PIN-    J-J-s 
, HER. \ 
(WEN FACED WITH THE DISMAL CHOCt 
PROVIPEDBY THE WO PARTY SYSTEM, 
WE HAVE PARED TO ASK OURSELVES, 
WHY NOT A GENUINE ALTERNATIVE? 
WHYNOTJOHN ANPtRSON- 
YOUR 
PAUGHTER 
IS LIVING 
turn YOU 
NOUJ? 
JUST FVRTHe SUMMER, 
UNTIL COLS5E STARTS. 
ITS BFEN FUN HAVING 
HER, THOUGH. SHE'S 
REALLY WNEP INTO A 
LOVELY \ 
by Garry Trudeau 
BECAUSE 
HBPOESNT 
STAND A 
CHANCE! 
J 
HUSH, PICK1. 
IT WAS A 
RHETORICAL 
QUESTION' I 
YOU KNOW, THIS 
DOESNT LOOK SO 
HOT, WHY PONT WE 
JUST GRAB A SNACK 
AT YOUR PLACE7 
/ 
NOW, NOUJ, 
MICHAEL- 
WE PONT 
WANT TO 
0ERUPE.. 
/ 
The, Do-Drop Inn by Mark Legan 
Help Wanted 
HELP WANTED: Full or 
part-time for outdoor ac- 
tivities supply and instruction 
store. Must be ambitious, 
good manager with outdoor 
experience and interest. 
Needs car. Land Sea 
Passages, 433-2177. 
WANTED: Experienced 
electric guitar player to give 
lessons. I have a Gibson SG, 
just started playing. Contact 
Jim Lagergren, Spotswood 27. 
For Rent 
REFRIGERATOR FOR 
RENT: Sear's Kenmore - 
perfect for dorm room or 
under bar. $45 for two 
semesters. Call Sandy 433- 
2366 (Off campus). 
Getting   psyched   for   ski- 
touring this Winter. We are! 
We   also   supply    outdoors 
people     for     backpacking, 
climbing, and Scuba Diving. 
Land Sea Passages  433-2177. 
Roommates bv Tom Arvit 
Services 
COLLEGE   TYPING   AND 
EDITING SERVICES: 
Typing and editing of theses, 
term    papers,    and    other 
reports.     Paper provided. 
Free pick up and delivery. 
Call 896-5921. 
PAYING IMMEDIATE CASH 
for gold, silver, and 
diamonds; any form or 
condition. Also buying coins 
(64 and before), jewelry, 
pocket watches, flatware. 
Need Money? Turn that 
unwanted high school ring into 
instant cash. For more info 
call Rick or John at 433-7271 or 
433:7278. We'll beat any 
legitimate offer.' " 
APPCfltZS YouP. APPLlCAVm 
&* YWl/yifi..MA/OSOg-j 
\you IDIO us yoiAfCi 
GROSS  INCGMB U&T 
WAH WAS $10,000."> 
^  HOWtl/ER--    <] 
g" W5 HEty y0C(W 
SINCE   MSf|scria>L-- 
Star Truckers 
IWS IS W PWWFT UM0MBEV. 
THE BUELUhb BEIO0 IS A SAP, 
MttFO GDLIBP'.f.IHE /MM 
5M7FC WiW W MUPTUOUi 
MPORMMt/vr 6 RPF&WEN. 
HE 15 A mucuec, so TDJKAK. 
e r 
-* inu UNTSltHuLT    - SOCH &<, yf A.Jft?A)fc V«0K(«fr (UlWCnk IS 
wif Mr Pfl/ft,    JWi FARniiR />W) 
ROFFif we dor usYO-PuoT.tiorrAai 
uses TO t*y\Ki ,y Li\,,tj(, SHtPtw, lawilJS '?£ V m?M ««£ *>*«E 
WISE PLANTS ,rW0 7ffit 
Horuom.M mtse 
SCALES, MO I MSB 
/if0V«. THF«f'S /I HUSH-SLIP™ , 
THAT IOW of C0AB0MITE. TF WE 
CAN 6€T If rr> 0COPAH HfFoKEl 
Delivery DA TF WE CM *AB A 
"Z/JM f, 'xoF^wTvsfl 
I WAS &0NNA fri (rW i^^'roes By 
t&rWiDilf/Wtf 
youn FOOT!!, 
by Tom Arvis 
6UT HDH'T you weficy- 
1 SHOMC 6f SACK 
HPR& /v TUJD LUNffi. 
CyflS , AM THEN 
Personals 
TO THK CHAPPELEAR 
BUNCH  FROM SUMMER: 
Summer school was great. 
Thanks for making it that 
way. Second floor C section 
wasn't a bad place to be ex- 
cept for the night the Devil 
wanted my soul. If you want 
to learn to fly off Sigma Pi just 
let me know cause I'm giving 
lessons. We've got to get 
together and have a N.A.S.P. 
meeting, I need a few 
revelations. Oh yeah, Mary, 
remember never trust the 
people on the other side of the 
mirror. Bob, wanna go see 
"The Dixie Road Duck". 
Scoop, we all love you, have a 
nice year. Gotta go. Ya'll 
come and see me sometime. 
THE TOOL 
KAREN: Since I knew how 
much you didn't like the other 
one, I decided to put one in 
just for you. See, all of us 
aren't as bad as the few who 
make a's of ourselves. Really 
sorry about that. See you at 
the next parry, C.AiF. 
DUST-BALL *JEEN: I gave 
up the phone _ jsiness. Moved 
back to old 240. So lonely 
without you. Call soon and 
come visit. LOVE, AMY 
PS.  Myles says Hi. 
C.K.: That's okay! Groupie. 
YOKO: I was kind of 
bummed out at Debris for not 
telling me that they were 
doing "Heroes" Monday 
night. I would have had them 
dedicate it to us. "We could be 
heroes (agian) if just for one 
day." You know it's up to you. 
LOVE, JOHN 
Madisonman 
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by Scott Worner 
know-, euftp,,. 
... I? Vttt <tm and only 
kar rtliaittnl Amor.., 
our- <t jfHmfcUn 
OH NOf NOT 
oi_ ANOTHER 
RELIGIOUS 
0 FANATIC! 
LISTEN PAL. WHAT GIVE'S 
YOU THE RIGHT TO ACT 
SO STUPID? WHY DON'T 
YOU...- 
E/ffONE! 
by Matt Wagner 
A VICIOUS  DRUG-RING 
HAS INVADED  THE CITV, 
BUT THERE'5 MORE 
HERE THAN MEETS THE £1£ 
GOOD NEWS, BOSS ! LoE'RE 
ADDICTING HO RE 
DRUGEES" /ILL 
THE TIME? 
GOOD fNOU 
WE AJEED ONLY WAIT 
FOR OUR. SfcCRET WEAPON) 
TO TAKE   EFFECT.' 
BETH: When are you going to 
break bad and rid me of my 
puritan ways?   R. 
SAM: Thanks for all the help. 
You're a great guy! WITH 
LOTS OF LOVE, WENDY, 
PAM. & CAROL 
SUPERMAN: That night this 
summer at Sigma Pi was 
good, what do you do for an 
encore? 
WATCH OUT for  the  first 
Spotswood Hall Keg Party! 
Coming to you this Friday. 
RICH   AND   DAVID,   you 
spazfaces, can't I get in the 
Techpressbox—please, 
please? You said I could! 
Besides, after two marathon 
all-nighters, that's the least 
you owe me, right? Heh, 
thanks for being around—ya'll 
are great—C 
All classified ads should be brought to 
The Breeze office In the basement of 
Wine-Price, with payment enclosed and 
issue dates specified, no later than noon 
Tuesday for Fridays issue, and no later 
man noon Friday for Tuesday's issue 
Rates are 175 for 0-15 words, Si .50 for 2«. 
50 words. $2.50 for 51 75 words, and ».05 ' 
for each additional word above 75. 
The Moose is Loose in Harrisonburg! 
Head and Antlers 
Above the Rest! 
America's Fastest Growing Import! 
• 
JOHN D. EILAND CO., INC. 
RT. 11 NORTH, P.O. BOX880 • VERONA, VIRGINIA 24482 
PHONE: (703) 2488131 
« 
' 
X 
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New committee 
Be fair, UPB 
Today is the last day to apply for the chairmanship of the 
University Program Board's minority affairs committee. The 
new group has been created to solve a problem of past years: 
inadequate minority-oriented programming in past years. But is 
this committee really a good idea? 
Last year, the Black Student Alliance complained about the 
UPB programs. It seems that while black students were joining 
the coffeehouse, dance, and film committees, their suggestions 
were being voted down. The problem wasn't one of racism, it was 
that the blacks represented a minority of taste. The chairman of 
the minority affairs committee will be a spokesman for the tastes 
of ethnic minorities on campus. 
It is interesting to note that the other UPB committees deal with 
the form of programs—dance, movies, special events—while the 
new committee deals with the subject matter of the programs. 
Hopefully, this committee, given its unique position, will not try to 
exert a disproportionate amount of influence on programming 
choices and will not try to control a disproportionate amount of 
UPB funds. 
The UPB gets its funding, ultimately, from student activity 
fees. Therefore, its programs should fairly represent all students' 
tastes. Programs that interest only a minority of students should 
not comprise the bulk of the UPB activities or cost the better half 
of the UPB purse. 
Last year, over 15 percent of the UPB budget was spent on 
minority-oriented programming. Less than 5 percent of the 
students here were ethnic minorities. Of course, any major en- 
tertainment is going to cost a lot of money, and the UPB needn't 
dole out money in relation to a particular group's input. Five 
percent of the UPB budget probably would not provide decent 
minority programming. But last year's figure certainly is a 
generous guideline. 
If the minority population here was greater, the programming 
would reflect that. Of course, more minority programming now 
might attract more minorities to JMU in the future. But a 
minority recruitment policy that includes significantly more 
minority programming should receive funding from a source 
other than the UPB. The Minority Affairs Office comes to mind, 
for instance. 
Minorities on this campus have the right to demand 
programming that interests them. Hopefully the new minority 
affairs committee will choose events that are acceptable to the 
minority students here. But minorities are. by definition, the 
smaller part of this community, and they should not receive the 
larger share of funding or programming. 
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Roommates? 
Sharing his mailbox 
By KEVIN CROWLEY 
I'm not one to criticize the James Madison 
University housing office or accuse them of 
screwing up big time, but yesterday when I 
went to my P.O. box there was this guy. a 
freshman. LIVING in my mailbox. 
I swear. 
So I said, "Hey kid, whadda think you're 
doing in my mailbox?" I mean it's bad enough 
that I don't have my right number, and the 
number t ha t is on my box is upside down.   . 
"This is my temporary housing," this kid 
tells me. "You know how crowded things are 
around here." 
"I guess all the hotel rooms are taken by 
other students," I said. 
"Are you kidding? You can't get a hotel 
room within 50 miles of this place. They're 
running a shuttle bus from Winchester." 
"Well what about a house or an apartment?" 
I suggested. 
"Even if I could find a place. I couldn't af- 
ford it." he says to me, "Ya see, I've got two 
scholarships and a loan pending, but they still 
haven't been processed by the financial aid 
office." 
"When do you expect to get that money?" 
"Who knows?" he said, "First, they told me 
two weeks, but that was back in April.   Then 
they said something about all of the forms 
being sent to Cambodia accidentally, but 
they ve promised to get all of my money to me 
by January — 1983." 
"Look, that's really a shame." I said, "I can 
sympathize with all the bureaucratic hassles, 
but where does that leave me?" 
"Do I have to go through this whole yc«.r 
sharing my mailbox with you? What if I want 
my mail and you're in the shower or 
somethin'?  How about those letters that. >. 
"Oh. by the way," this kid remembers. "You 
got this plain brown envelope from Fredrick's 
of Hollywood." 
"Give me that, you thief," I screamed, 
grabbing my package (which incidentally 
wasn't for me at all. but for a friend). 
"Hey, don't get so excited." he said. "I'll be 
outa here in a couple of weeks.  They've got a 
bigger place lined up for me." 
"That's good."  I said, "Where are you * 
moving?" 
"I'm getting my own locker down in God- 
win." 
As I walked away I could only shake my head 
in amazement, and wonder at my own luck in 
finding a place — inside the glove com- 
partment of a friend's car. 
Lottery could pose problems 
By BRIAN DALEY 
'The number of students attending James 
Madison University has increased . con- 
siderably in the past few years, and the higher 
enrollment is beginning to cause a shortage of 
campus housing. The present university policy 
is that all freshmen must live on campus or 
with a relative. Also, students currently living 
in campus-owned housing are guaranteed a 
spot in a dorm or other JMU operated facilities 
until they graduate. 
It was reported in the September 5th issue of 
The Breeze that university officials now are 
considering a lottery system to alleviate the 
housing crunch. Such systems have been very 
effective at the University of Virginia and 
Virginia Tech. and might be just the answer to 
JMU's campus housing shortage. However, 
several questions should be considered before 
a decision is made about a housing lottery 
here. 
For instance, is JMU prepared to expand 
shuttle bus operations to include all of 
Harrisonburg? Presently, the only shuttle 
routes are to the Howard Johnsons Motel, the 
Belle Meade Motel and the Presidential 
Apartments. If the university is going to 
remove students from campus, it should at 
least provide an easy way to get to and from 
classes. 
Secondly, will more assistance be offered for 
those students who would have to move off 
campus?   Presently   a   vacancy   board   is 
mounted in Alumnae Hall, but it seldom is up 
to date. If the university kept an up to date list 
of local vacancies in co-operation with the 
Harrisonburg Chamber of Commerce, 
students wouldn't have to worry about 
scurrying around trying to locate a room, only 
to find them filled. 
Also, in conjunction with an assistance of- 
fice, would an off-campus housing advisor be 
available to those denied campus housing? Not 
many students have much experience with 
leases or landlords, and conceivably could be 
taken advantage of by unscrupulous landlords. 
Perhaps the most important question is what 
will be done with students presently living in 
campus housing? The classes of '81. '82. '83. 
and '84 have been guaranteed campus housing 
by their respective catalogs until they 
graduate. Will that guarantee be honored, or 
will a change in university policy be made 
retroactive for one. two. or three years? 
When 130 freshmen, having a hard enough 
time trying to adjust to college, must be put up 
in local hotels, there obviously is a problem. A 
lottery to ensure spaces for "the incoming 
freshmen is one solution. But so is a limitation 
or cutback on the number of freshmen ac- 
cepted each year. And surely there are other 
options as well. 
But whatever is finally decided, it is im- 
portant that administrators carefully consider 
all available options, and the possible reper- 
cussions of each before making any decision. 
Candidates should talk issues 
THE BREEZE, Friday, September 12, i960, Page 23 
By ASH JOHNSTON 
During a presidential 
campaign one expects to hear 
the candidates speak clearly 
and deliberately on the issues 
on which they have built their 
platforms. The campaign 
should be a forum for the 
expression of plans and ideas 
borne of a wide scope of 
problems. 
The 1980 campaign, 
however, has not dealt with 
issues and ideas, as the 
candidates instead promote 
their images to the public. 
Reagan and Carter, the 
Republican and Democratic 
nominees for president, have 
failed to exhibit any qualities 
during the campaign mat 
qualify them for the 
presidency, and the American^ 
public should feel insulted. 
There is no lack of issues in 
this election year, nor is there 
a lack of candidates who wish 
to speak honestly about them. 
John Anderson has chosen to 
run for president as an in- 
dependent so that his own 
positions could be heard. 
.- So why do Reagan and 
Carter appear so unwilling to 
give any original thoughts on 
the direction they will take 
this country in if they are 
elected in November? They 
both appear to believe that it 
is better to exhibit a positive 
public image. They are ad- 
vised and shaped by the Media 
experts and others who care 
only about victory, not about 
the means used to achieve it. 
Strategy means staying in the 
middle of the road, playing it 
safe, and avoiding stupid 
comments that the press may 
pick up on. Every word that a 
candidate has ever said is 
used by the opponents to 
discredit and belittle him. A 
campaign that should be a 
battle of ideas has become a 
war of rhetoric and pettiness. 
Carter, as the incumbent 
president, has an easier time 
campaigning. Already having 
power, lie has been able to 
play politics, i.e. give money 
away, in order to win votes. 
This is an easy and obvious 
method of keeping the 
presidency. A good example 
of Carter's solve-nothing-but- 
look-good campaign is the 
situation in the Middle East. 
The hostages are still in Iran, 
as far as anyone knows. Also, 
the Palestinian refugees are 
an issue, as is the sale of 
military goods to both the 
Israelis and the Arabs. 
Reagan's campaign has 
from the start been an at- 
tempt to make this ex-actor 
image acceptable in the eyes 
of voters. For those members 
of Reagan's campaign staff 
whose job is to make sure 
everything runs smoothly, 
this   has   not   been   easy. 
Reagan's constant slurs about 
various minorities and 
regions of the country should 
make his intelligence 
somewhat suspect for a 
presidential candidate. 
As the campaign enters into 
its final months, Anderson is 
the only candidate to offer 
specific programs and 
solutions. One wonders if 
Reagan is anything more than 
pure media hype backed by 
rich businessmen, and if 
Carter truly thinks he is not 
running on a treadmill. An- 
derson1^ difficulty in getting 
on election ballots and in 
being included i n a debate 
between the candidates shows 
that he is feared by the 
Republican and Democratic 
parties. 
Voters do have a choice this 
year, probably more of a 
choice than they have been 
offered in the last few elec- 
tions. An independent can- 
didate who challenges the two- 
party systen can only be 
healthy for the entire process 
and may even encourage 
other politicians to pursue 
similar issue-oriented 
strategies. As long as the 
majority of the candidates 
refuse to speak openly about 
the issues, such independents 
and break-a ways from the 
major parties will continue to 
gain strength. 
Headers' Forum 
Cunningham was not representative 
To the editors 
On Tuesday, September 9, 
President Carter's son, Chip, 
made a brief appearance at 
the Warren University Union. 
Most of the students gave him 
a polite, if not friendly 
welcome. There were, 
however, a few exceptions, 
most notably SGA President 
Chuck Cunningham. 
Cunningham carried a sign 
ridiculing the President's 
handling of the hostage crisis. 
The issue here is not the ef- 
fectiveness of Carter's policy 
toward Iran, but that of the 
behavior of the SGA president 
who represents the student 
body. 
The affiliation of Cun- 
ningham with the Young 
Americans for Freedom is 
well known. His support of 
conservative ideas and his 
opposition of Carter are also 
well known. Cunningham has 
a right to his opinion. 
However, opposition is never 
an excuse for rudeness. 
Frankly, as students here 
we were embarrassed by his 
behavior. As president of the 
SGA, Cunningham represents 
the entire student body. 
Hopefully the citizens of 
Harrisonburg will not 
associate his actions with all 
JMU students. 
Draft exemptions unfair 
To the editor: 
I did not register for the 
draft. I will not register for 
military service, and will 
definitely not serve in the 
armed services of the United 
States under present con- 
ditions. The only type of draft 
which I would accept is a 
universal draft with no 
exemptions whatsoever. The 
U.S. claims to treat all per- 
sons equally, yet under the 
present plan women don't 
have to register. Under the 
present system, ministers of 
religion cannot be drafted. If 
the draft were instituted only 
a fraction of those registered 
would be chosen under a 
lottery system. Why should 
one person whose name was 
pulled out of a hat have to 
serve while the next person 
gets to stay home and enjoy 
I will not sacrifice two years 
of my life and possibly my 
entire life for these people 
who, because of sex, religion, 
the luck of the draw, or any 
other absurd reason, do not 
have to register or serve their 
country. 
David Siegel 
We certainly hope that this 
was not an example of Cun- 
ningham's plans to counteract 
the prior "lack of leadership" 
in the SGA, as he recently said 
in The Breeie (Sent. 9). We 
also cannot help but recall 
Cunningham's promise in the 
last SGA election to rid the 
SGA of politics. My, how 
quickly he forgot. 
Brian Kennedy 
Karen Thiebert 
Steven Vest 
Registered 
To the editor: 
I am 19 years old and I 
registered for the draft this 
summer. I signed up because 
the government told me to. 
What the hell, if there is a war 
you get blown out anyhow, 
anywhere you are. I mean, 
we're talking about an all out 
nuclear war. Chances are, the 
United States won't be ready 
for it in time. 
I hope I get drafted. I'd 
raUier blow out someplace 
else than be wasted by some 
dumb-ass Russian. But then 
again, chances are that us 
warmongers won't get that 
opportunity. 
But seriously, the future is 
already written in the Bible. 
So come on you non- 
registered, mundane 
pacifists. If it happens, it 
happens. Let's be part of 
history and help make it 
happen 
Chris Laiti 
Advice 
Freshmen, fear not 
By MARK JORDAN LEGAN 
It probably hit you like a ton of bricks. The thought of school 
was the last thing on your mind. It's here. Many problems can 
develop at the very beginning of the year. Sometimes the fresh- 
men suffer the most. Now, I don't mean to scare any of the first- 
year students, but, there HAVE been some stories of freshmen 
suffering violent beatings throughout past years. One lad was 
reported to have been beaten and stuffed into the Pabst section of 
Midway's cooler. But, there are certain things freshmen can do 
to avoid letting everyone KNOW you're freshmen. If not con- 
cealing your level status, these steps can at least save your neck. 
Don't wear your high school jacket to a party and start telling 
everyone how you got each medal. 
Don't ask ANYONE if they have any Beach Boys. 
When talking to someone, don't let them know you have and 
8:00 everyday. 
This last step really doesn't apply, but it's fun anyway.If 
someone asks you for campus directions, and you have no idea 
where the place is, lie and give them detailed directions to 
someplace near Elkton. Great one to use on visiting parents. 
Many people are getting new roommates and having to adjust 
to sharing a living space with a stranger, and in some cases, a 
very WEIRD stranger. There are certain devices which you can 
use to find out if you and your new roommate will get along. Here 
are a few. 
First of all, make sure (s)he speaks English. This is very 
important. Having a Dutch roommate might stifle a friendship. 
Casually inquire about a criminal record. If they have one, ask 
them how long they've been out 
Scan over roommate's belongings piled in the room. This, too, 
is very important. Spotting a large snake cage or an excorcism 
kit might make you want to think about moving. 
Find out financial status. If they happen to own stock in oil, 
maybe put up with them awhile. 
Financial status is a very major factor on campus. If you drive 
a brand new sports car, the girls notice you day one. If you drive 
a barely running Nova, you might have trouble breaking into the 
social pages. Having lots ana lots of money is no trick. It all 
comes down to how much you can fool your parents. Here are 
some prime lines to use on parents when short on money. 
"Oh, Mom, by the way. I was in a brain wreck and I need 300 
dollars for the pharmacy bill. Now, now, don't your worry. I'm 
fine. Just send the damn money." 
"Mom, it's just that all my money goes into light bulbs. I just 
gotta keep replacing them. They burn out so fast over my 
STUDYING desk. You will? 30 dollars? Great" 
Or the great scare tactic (very straightforward). 
"Mom, Dad, don't panic. I need money for guns. The Syn- 
dicate is after me... never mind who! It's the Syndicate... just 
send money. .. unmarked bills, mostly twenties, and if anyone 
conies to the door in a large coat, don't answer the door. Bye." 
Many of these things will help you. Many of these things will get 
you in deep trouble. Read them over again and start trying them 
out. If they work, drop me a line. If they don't work, and you get 
into serious legal trouble, forget it you don't know me! Enjoy the 
start of they year, take it easy, and time will fly. 
Loves his freedom 
To the editor: 
The reason that I registered 
for the draft is not because 
I'm a warmonger or because 
I'm afraid of being sent to jail 
if I didn't It's really quite 
simple: because I love my 
freedom and my country. I am 
not a flag waver, but if It were 
about to fall, believe me, I 
would be there to catch it. To 
all you Canadian joggers, I 
say that if you think that that 
will help, then you'd better 
keep running until you hit the 
Arctic Circle or your last 
domino. 
Jerry A. Byrd 
V 
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Kicks off statewide campaign 
**■ 
Chip Carter comes to Valley 
By DONNA SIZEMORE 
"I certainly believe we will 
win the election." 
That was the opinion of Chip 
Carter in a visit Tuesday to 
Harrisonburg and James 
Madison University to 
campaign for his father's re- 
election      in      November. 
Carter addressed crowds at 
Court Square Village, Valley 
Mall and the Warren 
University Union to kick off a 
statewide campaign 
throughout Virginia. 
priority, the crisis in Iran is a I 
foreign priority. 
"We've been talking about 
Iran for more than 300 days," 
Carter said. "For the first 
time, there is a government in 
Iran lhat we can negotiate 
with." 
SEVERAL JMU students 
questioned Carter concerning 
the draft. 
"I will guarantee that there 
will not be a peace time draft 
in the Carter adminstration 
'I guarantee  no peace time draft* 
—Chip Carter 
His visit to JMU was 
arranged by the Young 
Democrats, according to 
Robin Lawrence, president of 
the JMU chapter, and was the 
first college campus in 
Virginia visited by Carter 
during the 1980 campaign. 
"The democratic party in 
Virginia is alive and very 
well," Carter said, as he 
addressed a group of sup- 
porters in Court Square. 
"We've got all of the leaders 
in the state democratic party 
involved." 
According to Carter, his 
father's campaign managers 
are optimistic that the 
Democrats can carry Virginia 
in the November election. 
"THIS IS A very important 
election," Carter said "It's 
an election about two futures 
for our teuntry," he said, 
adding that steps taken now 
will affect the nation in the 
year 2000. 
Carter cited the economic 
situation, specifically in- 
flation and energy, as a key 
issues in the 1980 campaign. 
"I think we have a solid 
record in dealing with in- 
flation," Carter said. But 
"individuals are overspending 
their income." 
While Carter said inflation 
certainly is a top domestic 
ever," he said, adding that 
registration was necessary to 
prepare in case of conflict. 
"None of the last seven 
presidents can say they went 
through a year without war." 
However, Carter did note 
that mandatory registration 
for women will be a top future 
priority for his father's ad- 
ministration. 
Carter cited his father's 
recent rise in the polls as an 
optimistic sign "We've come 
up," he said. "But we're not 
expecting an easy election." 
In an interview with The 
Breeze, Carter told a reporter 
that emphasis never really is 
placed on polls until the last 
two weeks because "they 
change so often." 
IN CLOSING his conference 
at JMU, Carter urged 
students to get involved in 
politics. 
"Get involved for my 
father," he said. "College 
students have a voice and that 
voice is not heard if you don't 
vote." 
Carter later told The Breeze 
that he desired to get involved 
in politics for himself, but only 
on a state level. 
"I would never run for 
president," he said. "But my 
father thrives on that kind of 
thing." 
Chip Carter 
CHIP CARTER, receiving a 
mixed welcome from JMU 
students, visits Harrisonburg 
Tuesday to campaign for his 
father's reelection. His stop 
here marked his first 1980 
campaign visit to a Virginia 
college campus. 
Photos by 
Charles A. 
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